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1 OVERVIEW 
Introduction 
Longitudinai data analysis is the analysis of data on subjects which is collected over 
time. The repeated observations on subjects tend to be correlated and this correlation 
must be taken into account for proper inferences to be made. 
Longitudinal data analysis is often referred to as growth curve analysis when atten­
tion is centered on the time response curve for the population or for an individual subject. 
Classical growth curve analysis is based on balanced designs where every subject is mea­
sured at the same time points with no missing observations. In this case multivariate 
analysis methods which assume a general covariance structure for observations taken on 
the same subject can be used. Rao [21] introduced the idea of random parameters and 
the idea was developed fvirther in the context of growth curves by Rao [22], Grizzle and 
Allen [10], and Potthoff and Roy [19]. Models for growth curves with unbalanced data, 
where each subject is observed at a different set of time points, were introduced by Laird 
and Ware [17] using the work of Harville [13]. 
Often the problem of interest in growth curve analysis is the prediction of a future 
observation for a subject given the observations at previous time points. Rao [24] con­
sidered this problem for growth curves in the case of balanced data with no missing 
observations. In this thesis we consider the problem of modeling an average growth 
curve in the case of imbalanced data using both parametric and nonparametric meth­
ods. We will also be interested in the prediction of the increase of the average growth 
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curve for a given time interval as well as the prediction of a future observation for a 
subject given the past observations. 
As an example of data which can be analyzed as growth curves we consider data 
from a large truck leasing firm located in the midwestem United States. This firm owns 
a large fleet of trucks which are in turn leased to several different companies throughout 
the country. As part of the leasing agreement with these companies the firm agrees to 
perform periodic maintenance and repairs on the trucks. The maintenance and repairs 
are carried out in one of several maintenance centers located throughout the country 
which are managed «ind staffed by the firm. The firm is interested in the munber of labor 
hours expended by its staff in the maintenance and repair of these trucks. Information 
on the number of labor hours needed to maintain the trucks is useful for forecasting 
staffing needs at the various maintenance centers. 
The data 
The firm records labor hours incurred for each truck in an annual report at the end 
of the service year. The trucks in the study were put into service between the years 1987 
and 1993. Between one and seven annual reports are available for a truck depending on 
the year it was placed into service. 
The trucks in the fleet are large tractor units designed to pull trailers. All trucks have 
been classified into six categories for record keeping purposes based on configuration. 
Features which determine a truck's configtu-ation are the number of rear axles (one 
or two), engine placement (cabover or conventional) and the presence or absence of a 
sleeper. The largest category of trucks had 1182 units and it was data from this category 
that were analyzed for this thesis. The total number of annual reports in the largest 
category was 5344. An annual report for a truck consists of cumulative labor hours 
expended on the truck to date and cumulative mileage on the truck. A scatterplot of 
cumulative labor hours versus cumulative mileage in 1993 is shown in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1 Labor hour histories - 1993 
Methods used 
Letting y =cuniulative labor hours and t  =cumulative mileage, we can reasonably 
assxime that observations within a truck are correlated and observations between trucks 
axe independent. Thus, the truck data can be viewed as a series of growth curves. 
Cumulative mileage is used as the time variable rather than age of the truck because it 
is a meastire of both the age and the amoimt of wear on a truck. Even though the data 
are collected annually, using cimiulative mileage as the time variable implies the data 
will be unbalanced since each truck is observed at a different set of time points. 
We will consider the problem of predicting labor hours needed to maintain the trucks 
for a future year. Li Chapters 2 and 3 we consider nonparametric methods of estimating 
the average growth curve for the population. Chapter 2 introduces a linear interpolation 
method to estimate the average growth ciirve. Locally weighted regression, or loess^ is 
used in Chapter 3. Estimated increases in labor hours within fixed mileage intervals can 
be computed using the average growth curve. Predictions for the labor hours needed to 
maintain a truck may be obtained by estimating the number of miles the truck will be 
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driven in the future yeax. 
Chapter 4 considers the use of linear mixed models in the problem of predicting labor 
hours needed. With linear mixed models it is possible to predict the growth curve for 
an individual truck as well as estimate the average growth curve for the population. 
Prediction of the labor hours needed by an individual truck in a future yeax may be 
obtained by that truck's growth curve. 
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2 AN INTERPOLATION METHOD 
Introduction 
In this chapter we use a nonparametric linear interpolation method to analyze growth 
curve data obtained from irregular inspection schedules that vary across individual units 
or respondents. This method is used to estimate values on the meaji population growth 
curve without specifying a functional form for the curve. It is also used to estimate 
increcises in the mean growth curve between any pair of time points. This method 
has the advantages that estimates of increases in the mean growth curve are always 
non-negative and they are easily computed. 
The interpolation method is applied in the following general situation. Data are 
obtained on p units and the z"* unit is measured at n,- time points. A very general 
model for describing the relationship between the measured characteristic (K) and some 
measure of time or usage (T) is 
Vij = m{Tij) "t" C{j i  — 1, ...,p 
j  — (2.1) 
where m is an unknown monotone nondecreasing function and are observation errors. 
The observation errors are assumed to have £'(e,j) = 0, Var{eij) = cr^iTij) < oo , and 
Coi?(e,j, = cr{Ti^j)a{Ti^k)p{Ti,i — Ti^k)i j > where /9 is a correlation function 
that is even with /)(0) = 1 and \p{y)\ < 1. The variance function allows for 
nonconstant variance. This model also allows for the possibility that observations made 
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on the same unit are correlated, but observations made on different units are assumed 
to be uncorrelated. 
In applying this model to the truck data, we let denote cimiulative labor hours and 
denote cimiulative mileage for the truck at the end of the j"' year of service. The 
function m{t) represents the population mean for ciunulative labor hours at cumulative 
mileage t. For the truck, e,j represents the deviation in cumulative labor hours from 
the population mean at cumulative mileage Uj. 
Literature review 
There are a variety of nonparametric methods that could be used to estimate the 
overall mean curve, m{t). Most of these methods have been developed for data where 
each observation is provided by a different individual or experimental unit cind the 
errors are assumed to be independent and identically distributed. Research in the case of 
correlated errors has primarily focused on kernel based regression introduced by Priestley 
and Chao [20]. Kernel based regression requires the user to select a smoothing parameter 
called the bandwidth. The choice of bandwidth is crucial since it affects the smoothness, 
bias, and variability of the estimate. 
Altman [1] and Haxt [11] consider bandwidth selection for kernel regression in the 
presence of serial correlation using the model 
y,- = m{t) + £i i  = 1,..., n. 
However, the data are asstuned to be from a single xmit or process and the methods 
do not directly apply to the truck data.  Claxk [3] considered the estimation of m{t) 
by convolving a linear interpolation between two successive observations with a kernel 
function, but this method also does not allow for correlated errors arising from repeated 
measurements from multiple units. Gasser, Muller, Kohler, Molinari, and Prader [9] 
considered the use of kernel estimators in the analysis of growth curves, but their pro­
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cedure applies to the estimation of a growth curve for a single individual and assumes 
that errors are independent and identically distributed. Hart and Wehrly [12] consider 
a repeated measurements model of the form: 
i  = 
j = 
where the fy's are fixed inspection points with 0<ii <t2 < ••• < and the e,j's are 
zero mean random variables satisfying 
Cot;(e,j ,efc,/)  = -  U) i  = k 
= 0 i  ^  k 
and /9 is a correlation function depending only on the distance between tj and ti. This 
model assumes observations are available on aU m units at each of the j inspection 
points, and defining y{tj) = yi{tj)fm, the model is reexpressed as: 
y{tj)  = m(fy) + 
They focus on the proper choice of bandwidth for fitting a kernel based curve through 
the points This method cannot be applied to data like the truck maintenance 
study where inspection schedules vary in an irregular manner from unit to unit. Even 
if the trucks were inspected on the same schedule, it is unlikely that there would be 
more than six or seven total time points for each truck. In that case, Hart and Wehrly's 
method reduces to fitting a nonparametric curve through six or seven points and one 
might do better by simply fitting a low order polynomial. 
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Nonparametric linear interpolation 
Nonpaxaxnetric lineax interpolation consists of connecting each successive pair of 
observations on a truck with a straight line. Then an estimate of the mean ciunulative 
labor hours at some point to is obtained using the appropriate line segment for each 
truck to interpolate at to and averaging the interpolated values. 
To estimate m{ta)i the value of the mean growth ciirve at some fixed cumulative 
mileage vaiue tai first identify all trucks that were driven at least ta miles. Suppose 
there are trucks that satisfy that criterion. For the i"' such truck, the interpolated 
value at ta is 
where and are the cimiulative mileage values closest to ta that satisfy the 
condition aJid ja and ja^i indicate the years in which these observations 
were taken. Finally, m { t a )  is estimated by averaging these interpolated vaJues across the 
qa available trucks, i.e., 
One attractive feature of Th{ta) is its computational simplicity. Unlike other non-
parametric procedures, there is no choice to be made about a bandwidth or the number 
of nearest neighbors to be included in the estimate. Like kernel regression estimation 
and k-neaxest neighbor regression, however, m is not constrained to be monotone non-
decreasing. 
A graph of m is shown in Figure 2.1. Note that the behavior of m becomes erratic at 
the right end of the graph. This is because older trucks tend to be removed from service 
leaving fewer trucks that enter into the computation of m at larger mileage values. Out 
of 1182 trucks in the study only 57 had cimiulative mileages in excess of 1,000,000 miles. 
Trucks which axe stiU in service after 1,000,000 cumulative miles axe primarily driven 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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Figure 2.1 Interpolatioa method 
on the highway with high annual mileage rates. These trucks are subject to less wear 
than trucks with low annual mileage rates which axe driven on shorter routes or within 
cities, and so tend to accimiulate fewer labor hours. Thus, as t increases, decreases in 
m can occur. A modification of the interpolation method which constrains predictions 
to be nonnegative is presented in the next section. 
Predictions of cimaulative labor hour values for individual trucks can be improved 
by stratifying trucks according to annual mileage rates and estimating a different mean 
curve for each stratima. The annual mileage rate, also called the pace, is the average 
number of miles per year the truck is driven. Aside from the first and last years of 
operation, which may be only partial years, annual mileage rates on an individual truck 
are relatively stable across the life of the truck since most customers are companies that 
tend to sign long term leases and a particular truck tends to be used in a similar manner 
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from one yeax to the next. Pace is an indicator of how a truck is used. Low pace trucks 
are often used to make deliveries within metropolitan areas or for making short hauls 
between communities. This may increase wear on components such as brakes, engines, 
and transmissions due to more frequent stops and more engine idling time. High pace 
trucks that tend to be driven on longer hauls on interstate divided highways may be 
operated with lower mainteneince costs and fewer labor hours. 
As many as ten pace categories have been used with good results but we will consider 
only four pace categories in this thesis to make presentations of graphs and tables more 
manageable. The four pace categories axe identified in Table 2.1. Graphs of m for the 
four pace categories cu-e shown in Figure 2.2. Note that the rate of increase in m with 
respect to t becomes smaller as pace increases, indicating that low pace trucks tend to 
more rapidly acciunulate more labor hours than high pace trucks. 
Table 2.1 Four pace categories 
Category Miles per Year 
1 0 - 75,000 
2 75,000 - 125,000 
3 125,000 - 175,000 
4 175,000 or more 
Forecasting the increeise in cumulative labor hours for mileage intervals 
We now develop a method for forecasting the increase in cimiulative labor hours 
during a given mileage interval, say These forecasts are used to predict future 
staffing needs at the maintenance centers. Typically, ta is the cumulative mileage at 
the end of the current year and tb is the projected cumulative mileage at the end of the 
subsequent year. 
The estimated increase in labor hours for {ta,tb) is given by: 
h) = m{h) - (2.4) 
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Figure 2.2 Interpolation method - Four pace categories 
To constrain Ay to be positive, rh{ta) is calculated only for the qt,  trucks which enter into 
the calculation for In other words. Ay is calculated using only those qb trucks for 
which tij < Ti^m- A disadvajitage of this method is that some information is lost when 
trucks for which < ti, axe discaxded from the computation. This wiU resxilt in an 
increase in Var(Ay), but this method will give Ay > 0 for any mileage interval [fa, it]. 
Table 2.2 gives estimated increases in cimiulative labor hours for 50,000 mile intervals 
for all the trucks and for each of the four pace categories. Within a given mileage interval, 
the estimated increase in labors hours tends to decrease as pace increases. This result 
is expected after examining Figiire 2.2. 
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Table 2.2 Estimated increase in labor hours 
Pace category 
Mileage interval 1 2 3 4 All trucks 
0-50,000 34.82 30.10 26.20 34.17 30.40 
50,000-100,000 33.25 30.09 25.72 32.29 29.67 
100,000-150,000 38.25 34.53 29.76 31.05 33.33 
150,000-200,000 45.64 38.64 32.66 31.84 36.73 
200,000-250,000 55.09 41.24 34.39 33.11 39.19 
250,000-300,000 63.79 34.47 36.16 34.03 41.18 
300,000-350,000 62.61 45.15 37.97 34.63 42.34 
350,000-400,000 74.08 47.80 39.42 35.70 44.28 
400,000-450,000 76.68 49.73 41.64 37.05 45.99 
450,000-500,000 52.50 44.45 37.51 48.00 
500,000-550,000 51.98 44.16 38.00 47.22 
550,000-600,000 52.50 45.95 37.54 47.18 
600,000-650,000 56.96 49.73 38.25 49.23 
650,000-700,000 58.93 51.87 39.08 49.39 
700,000-750,000 58.00 51.70 40.00 47.67 
750,000-800,000 53.83 39.11 47.21 
800,000-850,000 53.03 40.27 46.82 
850,000-900,000 57.40 41.82 48.80 
900,000-950,000 56.93 42.86 47.23 
950,000-1,000,000 52.72 43.77 45.66 
1,000,000-1,050,000 62.18 47.88 48.65 
1,050,000-1,100,000 42.12 42.12 
1,100,000-1,150,000 33.08 33.08 
Bias of rh{t) 
Unless the true mean growth ciirve is a straight line, m{t) wiU usually produce biased 
estimates. The amoimt of bias depends on the form of the true mean growth curve and 
the complete set of values T at which observations are taken. In this case T is the entire 
set of annual cumulative mileage values for aU of the trucks in the data file. 
The conditional bias of m(f), given T, is 
E{m{t)\T) ~ m{t).  (2.5) 
Assuming m(f) has continuous derivatives through the third order, an approximation 
to the bieis at t = ta is obtained from a Taylor expansion of rn{tij^) about m{ta) and 
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"^(^Ja+i) about m{ta)- We have 
Tn"{t 1 
E{m{ta)\T) -  m{ta) = m{ta) + —- io) + 
(2.6) 
for some z,-,y„ 6 and some 6 
If m(f) is approximately quadratic in an interval centered at then m"'{ta) — 0 and 
We note the following observations about this approximation to the conditional bias: 
1. Bias decreases as m"{ta) decreases. If the true mean curve is a straight line then 
the bias is 0. 
9a 
2. Observe ^a) > 0. Thus, if m{t) is convex in the region 
|minf, j„ <t < then the bias approximation (2.7) will be positive at 
to.. If m{i) is concave in that region, then the bias approximation is negative. 
3. The bias is not reduced as the nimiber of units in the sample tends to infinity. 
4. The bias tends to zero as m^(f,j„^j — i,j„) tends to zero. In other words, bias 
is reduced if the distance between successive inspection times tends toward zero. 
Increasing the frequency of inspection times is one way to reduce bias if the true 
mean curve deviates strongly from a straight line. 
(2.7) 
1=1 
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For a given mileage interval (fo,f6), the approximate conditional bias of Ayitaih) is 
given by: 
m'\h) E{Ay\T)-[Ay] ~ 
m " ( t a )  4 ^ ,  ,  ,  .  
~ ^t,jo)(^tJo+i ~ ^a) 
(2.8) 
Variance of m{t) 
The conditional variance of m{t) aX t  = ta given T is 
Kar(m((.)|T) = 
9a 1=1 
{tg - ^-.jq) O- (kia^l) + (^ Jg+l " ) <^ () 
(<.Ja+l - (2.9)  'tja 
2(^a ~ ti,ja){U,ja+i ~  ^ a)^{^i, ja) '^{^iJa+l)piU,ja+i ~  ^ ija) 
Since m is assumed to have a bounded second moment, we have 
Var{m{ta)\T) < \[qaB] 
% 
(2.10) 
where B < oo and thus lim,„_>oo Var{m(ta)\T) -> 0. 
In equation 2.9 we see that if the e,-j are positively correlated within a truck, i.e. 
p{Tij—Ti,k) > 0, then the variance is smaller than the case where the e.-j are independent 
within a truck. 
To get an estimate of Var{m{ta)\T) we note that: 
1 la Var{m { t a)\T) = Kar — 5^m,(fa) 
V?" ,=i 
la 7^1 
A consistent estimator of the variance is simply the sample variance of the independent 
estimates, rhi{ta). So, 
Var{m { t a)\T) = —^ £ (m.(ia) -  m(fa))^ .  
9<» ^ .=1 
(2.11) 
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For a givea mileage interval {ta,tb), we have: 
Var[Ay{ta,tb)\T] = 
• 1 96 / 
Var — 
.961=1 
ta i i ja 
Ja+l yij, ^ija+l 'a t -  •  —  t -  •  I  '  \ t  -  — t  -
••'Ja+l '••.Jo/ \''«Jo+l ""'.Jo, 
I f . .  f .  .  I  y ^ y i b  I f . .  f , .  I r J6> 
If we let: 
= 
A2,J = 
As.j" = 
^4,« ~ 
a; = 
Ri = 
t a - ^i,ja 
— ^i, ja 
- ta 
~ ^i,ia 
i5-
~ J6, 
^hib+i -i6 
^«J6/ 
(-^1,15 ^2,,-, As,,-, A4,,) 
1 pi^i, ja+l ~  ^ i, ja) ~ tt ja) Pi^iyjb+l ~  ^ ija) 
1 Pi^iJb ^  P{^iJb+l ~  ^ Uja+l) 
1 Pi^iJb+l ~  ^ iJb) 
1 
A. = 
K = A f R i A f  
Thea 
Var[Ay{U,tb)\T] = \f^):iViXi.  
% i=i 
(2.12) 
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A consistent estimate of the variance is the sample variance of the independent 
estimated differences, Ay,(ia,^6) = Thiih) — So, 
Var {Ay{ta, t i ,) \T) =  — ( A i / i ( ^ a ,  ^5 )  -  tb)f  • (2.13) 
96 - 1 .=1 
Table 2.3 gives estimates of average labor hours used within 50,000 mile intervals 
for the complete set of trucks. Note how standaxd errors increase for higher mileage 
intervals. 
Table 2.3 Estimated average increases in labor 
hours and standard errors 
Increase in 
Mileage interved labor hours Stajidard error 
0-50,000 30.4 .53 
50,000-100,0000 29.7 .43 
100,000-150,000 33.3 .49 
150,000-200,000 36.7 .47 
200,000-250,000 39.2 .52 
250,000-300,000 41.2 .59 
300,000-350,000 42.3 .57 
350,000-400,000 44.3 .64 
400,000-450,000 46.0 .65 
450,000-500,000 48.0 .76 
500,000-550,000 47.2 .79 
550,000-600,000 47.2 .91 
600,000-650,000 49.2 1.11 
650,000-700,000 49.4 1.31 
700,000-750,000 47.7 1.31 
750,000-800,000 47.2 1.55 
800,000-850,000 46.8 1.73 
850,000-900,000 48.8 2.15 
900,000-950,000 47.2 2.46 
950,000-1,000,000 45.7 2.70 
1,000,000-1,050,000 48.7 4.42 
1,050,000-1,100,000 42.1 5.25 
1,100,000-1,150,000 33.1 3.95 
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Selecting the number of pace categories using cross validation 
The pace for a truck is the average aumber of miles per year the truck is driven. 
As described earlier, this variable can be incorporated into the model by stratifying the 
trucks into different pace categories and then fitting the model to each pace category. 
Results for Ay using four pace categories have been presented earlier. The question 
now arises, "What is the optimal number of pace categories for estimating increases in 
cumulative labor hours?" 
Let m = the number of pace categories. Let be Ay{ta.,ti,) with the 
subscript m to denote the dependence of Ay(^a, U) on pace category. Let: 
n = number of observations in the data set (5344). 
p = number of trucks in the data set (1182). 
Tii = number of observations for the truck. 
i i , j + i )  = the difference between the observed increase 
and the predicted increase in labor hours 
between two successive observations, t{j and fij+i.  
i.e., the residual 
/i(Aj/m) = the mean increase in labor hours 
between Uj and 
SAy = - H si l^oriAymiUj,  ^ .j+i))]' 
^ i=i j=i 
= the average standard error of Ay. 
Increasing the number of pace categories will reduce the average of the sum of the 
squared residuals , but the standard error of Ay increases as trucks are subdivided into 
finer and finer categories. 
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To illustrate this the model was fitted to six different partitions into pace categories. 
The partitions are nested and are shown in Table 2.4. Results for the six partitions are 
given in Table 2.5. As the number of pace categories increases the average of the squared 
residuals 
J p 
= ~ i^ymiU.ii ^tj+l))) 
" t=i y=o 
decreases indicating that predicted increases are closer to the observed increases. How­
ever, increases as m increases, indicating that the standard errors of Ay axe becoming 
larger. 
Table 2.4 Stratification with respect to pace (thousands 
of miles per year) 
m = 1 m = 3 m = 6 m = 10 m = 12 m = 24 
No 0-90 0-50 0-50 0-30 0-20 
partitioning 90-170 50-90 50-70 30-50 20-30 
> 170 90-130 70-90 50-70 30-40 
130-170 90-110 70-90 40-50 
170-210 110-130 90-110 50-60 
> 210 130-150 110-130 60-70 
150-170 130-150 70-80 
170-190 150-170 80-90 
190-210 170-190 90-100 
> 210 190-210 100-110 
210-230 110-120 
> 230 120-130 
130-140 
140-150 
150-160 
160-170 
170-180 
180-190 
190-200 
200-210 
210-220 
220-230 
230-240 
> 240 
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Table 2.5 Average of squared residuals and average standaxd error for the 
stratifications 
m = l m = 3 m = 6 m = 10 m = 12 m = 24 
i:(Ay-Ay)Vn 1536.47 1434.23 1381.49 1372.72 1349.34 1318.08 
s^y 1.47 2.24 2.89 3.71 3.76 4.97 
A reasonable criterion for selecting m is to use the mean squared error of prediction. 
Conditional on T, the mean squared error between two successive time points is given 
as 
-{fi{Aym))f (2.14) 
=  V a r i A y m i k j ,  t i j + i ) )  +  [ B z a s ( A y , n ( i i , j ,  k j + i ) ) f  •  
The total mean squared error is given by 
p 
C  =  E "  ij ' J+1 
i = l  j = 0  
= E S [Var{Aymitij ,  Uj+i)) + [Bias{Aymitij ,  ^ .v+i))]^] 
(2.15) 
1=1 i=o 
An approximation to C  is 
=  t i j + i )  -  { f i { A y m ) ) f  •  
A strategy is then to select m so that dm is minimized. It would seem that dm could 
be estimated by the average of the squared residuals, r^, but the results of Table 2.5 
show that Tm decreases as stratification becomes finer. Minimizing Vm would lead to 
stratification by individual truck. 
The problem is that the observation AymiUj, Uj+i) is used in AymiUj, iij+i) to pre­
d ic t  i t se l f .  Wha t  i s  needed  axe  a  se t  o f  r e s idua l s  where  A y m i U j ,  i i , j + i )  a J i d  A y m i U j ,  ^ j + i )  
axe independent. This can be achieved by splitting the data into two groups, a fitting 
sample and a validation sample. The model is fitted using the data in the fitting sample. 
The fitted model is then used to estimate increases in the validation sample. 
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A cross validation method was applied to the truck data by randomly dividing the 
1182 trucks into ten (almost) equal sized groups. The first group (the validation sample) 
was set aside and the model was fitted to the other nine groups. The residuals for the 
validation sample were then computed using the fitted model. This process was repeated 
ten times, allowing the second group to be the validation sample ajid using the other 
nine groups to fit the model, and so on. Results for the six stratifications are shown in 
Table 2.6. 
Table 2.6 Average squared residual using cross-validation for the six strat­
ifications 
m = l m = 3 m = 6 m = 10 m = 12 m = 24 
i:(Ay-Ay)Vn 1548.75 1460.65 1438.55 1452.95 1443.64 1474.35 
The minimum of dm for this set of nested stratification schemes occurs at m = 6. 
An interesting result in Table 2.6 is that dm increases for m=10 ajid then decreases for 
m = 12. To malce sure that this result did not axise from the way the trucks were divided 
into the ten groups, the procedure was repeated using another random division into ten 
groups and the same pattern emerged. The stratification scheme for m = 10 splits the 
middle four categories in m = 6 but leaves the first category and the last category alone. 
The stratification scheme for m = 12 splits only the first and last categories for m = 10. 
It appears that stratifying very low pace and very high pace trucks has more effect on 
decreasing dm than stratifying trucks in the middle range paces. To check this, the 
lowest pace and the highest pace categories for the m = 6 stratification scheme were 
split further producing an m = 8 statification scheme with categories (in thousands of 
miles per year) 0-30, 30-50, 50-90, 90-130, 130-170, 170-210, 210-230, >230. The value 
of dm for this stratification scheme was 1429.24, the lowest of any scheme examined. For 
this data set, the m = 8 stratification scheme seems to be a reasonable partition. It 
should be noted that the set of nested stratification schemes presented in Table 2.4 is 
not the only set of schemes possible and so the selection of m wiU depend on the schemes 
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actually examined. 
Conclusion 
The interpolation method is a very simple and easy to compute estimate of m{t). 
It has a number of practical advantages for estimating a mean growth curve or mean 
cvmiulative maintenance cost or labor hours curve where repeated measurements are 
made on different independent imits at different irregulax schedules. 
• The simplicity of the computations makes the method easy to implement in prac­
tice. The estimates can be evaluated using PROC MEANS and a series of data 
steps in SAS. It is aiso easy to implement on a spreadsheet program such as LO­
TUS. 
• Estimates for incremental labor hours, Ay{ta.,tb), are constrained to be positive 
for any interval 
• Standard errors for m{t) and Ay{ta,ti,) are easy to evaluate. 
• The method is "self-updating". If the analysis is performed frequently it is easy to 
simply add the new data and run the program to get the new estimates. With more 
complicated parametric methods there may be the need to search for a new form of 
the model when new data becomes available. For truck maintenance a new model 
may be needed to accomodate improvements in truck construction and changes in 
management. This advantage is also provided by other non-parametric methods 
to some degree, although some choices such as bandwidth for kernel regression or 
the niunber or nearest neighbors for k-NN regression still need to be made. 
• The method does not require the complete history of each unit. Recall the estimate 
of the mean growth curve at ta used trucks that were driven at least ta miles and 
that for these trucks only the time points immediately before and immediately after 
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ta were needed (see Equation 2.2). The advantage is that if the firm's management 
of the maintenance centers has improved through the years, then older data on 
trucks which could bias results can be discarded. 
The linear interpolation method does have disadvantages that need to be considered. 
• The method does not provide estimates for the growth curves for each individual 
unit. Parametric methods such as the mixed model analysis considered in Chapter 
4 provide estimates of different growth cvirves for different individual units. 
• The use of covariates to improve predictions, such as pace, requires stratification 
of the trucks into groups. 
• If the curvature of the mean growth curve is large between time points, estimates 
will be biased. 
• The method cannot be used to extrapolate beyond the range of the data. One 
strategy to obtain predictions beyond the rajige of the data would be to fit a 
straight line to the last two observations for a unit and just extrapolate to obtain 
a prediction. Rao [24] considered such a strategy and found that it performed well 
compared against more complex methods. 
In simmiary, the linear interpolation method is an attractive procediire for computing 
nonparametric estimates of an average growth curve when different units are measured 
on different irregular inspection schedules. It should perform quite well for relatively 
smooth and slowly changing curves. Other nonparametric methods, such as the locally 
weighted regression precedure discussed in Chapter 3, may provide more effective ways 
of incorporating covariates. The mixed model parametric methods described in Chapter 
4 provides individual curves for individual units. 
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3 ESTIMATION AND PREDICTION OF LABOR HOURS 
USING LOCALLY WEIGHTED REGRESSION 
Introduction 
Locally weighted regression (loess), introduced by Cleveland [4], is a nonparamet-
ric method of fitting a regression surface to data by local fitting of linear or low order 
polynomial functions of the independent variables. A loess function is contained in the 
S-Plus package [2]. The loess strategy has not been adapted to data from repeated mea­
sures from multiple units where correlated errors are present. In this chapter we apply 
the loess method for independent observations to repeated measures data to estimate 
the mean growth curve and then use bootstrap methods to obtain standard errors that 
account for correlations among repeated measures. 
Estimating the regression surface using loess 
Loess is one of a ntimber of non-paxametric regression methods that can be used to 
estimate the mean growth curve. Two other commonly used methods are kernel and 
spline estimation. Diggle, Liang, and Zeger [7] used all three methods to model the mean 
response in a longitudinal data set and found that all three methods give qualitatively 
similar resxilts. MuUer [18] found that under certain conditions, most importantly equally 
spaced time points, kernel methods and loess are asymptotically equivalent. In his 
discussion, MuUer compared the two methods for a finite sample and found that there 
was not much practical difference between the two. 
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To introduce the loess smoothing procedure assume the model from Chapter 2 with 
the simplifying assumption of independent errors with constant variance: 
yij = + Cij / = 1,p 
(3.1) 
where: 
1. m is an unknown smooth regression function 
2. e,j are observation errors. 
3. Eidj) = 0 
4. Var{eij) = < oo 
5. C<w(e,j,e,-,A:) = 0 
6. N = the total number of observations 
We will first describe the basic idea behind loess. Let W be a weight function with 
the following properties: 
1. W{x) > 0 for |x| < 1 
2. W{-x) = W[x) 
3. W{x) is a nonincreasing function for x > 1 
Let 0 < Q < 1 and let q be aN truncated to an integer. Basically, the procedure goes 
as follows. For a given t, weights, are defined for all f.j, z = 1,... ,p, j = 1..., n,-
using the weight fxmction W. This is achieved by centering W at t  and then scaling it 
so the first point at which W becomes 0 is the nearest neighbor of t. The estimated 
value m(t) is the value of a linear or low order polynomial fitted to the data using 
weighted least squares with the weights 
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We now give some of the specific details of the procedure. The smoothness of the 
loess fit depends on a, the neighborhood parameter, and A, the degree of the polynomial 
fitted at t. Let — ^jland let A(,y)(f) be the values of these distances ordered 
from smallest to largest. Let: 
be the tricube weight function. The weight assigned to (i.j, t/.j) in the estimation of the 
regression curve at some point t is 
These weights are monotonicaily decreasing as tij  increases in distance from t .  
Now for each observation, the estimates l3k{t), /: = 0,1,..., A for the parameters of a 
polynomial regression of degree A are computed using weighted least squares. The /3)t(0 
are the values that minimize 
Wt = the N X N diagonal matrix of weights, 
X = an Nx{k + I) design matrix of the observed times for 
poljTiomial regression of degree A. 
y = aji iVxl matrix of the observed responses. 
= a(A + l)xl vector of regression 
coefficients for the regression at t .  
_  ,  (1 -W)^  0<x<l  
T{x) = 
0 x>l 
P rii 
S S -Po-l3it 
Using matrix notation, let: 
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Then /?( = {X'WtX)~^X'Wty, and if we let x\ = [1, i, t ' '] , the loess estimate of the 
regression cm^^e at < is m(f) = yj = x^Pt^ The variance of this estimate is 
Var{m{t)) = VaT{x[Pt) 
= (T^x[{x'wtx)-^x'wtw;x{x'wtx)-'xt. (3.2) 
Recail from Chapter 2 that we are also interested in estimating the quantity 
/^y{ta,tb) = m{tb) - m{ta). 
An estimate of this quantity obtained using local regression is the difference in the 
estimates of the regression curve at ta and tb, i.e. 
Ay(fa, ^6) = m{tb) - m{ta). (3.3) 
Calculating the variance of Ay(fa, tb) is more complicated because {wij{tb)}, the weights 
used for the local regression at tb, are not equal to {t«,j(fa)},the weights used at ta-
Hence, is generally not equal to 0ta- Thus, 
Var{Ay{ta,tb)) = Var{m{tb) — rh{ta)) 
= Var{x'tjta) + yar{x[jtj  -  2Cov{x[Jt„ 
= a'xl{X'Wt^X)-'X'Wt^WiX{X'W,^X)-'xt^ 
+cT'x[^iX'W,,X)-'X'Wt,Wl^X{X'Wt,X)-'xt,  
-2a'x[^(X'Wt,Xr'X'Wt,WiXiX'Wt^Xr'xt^ 
= 0-^ [x' ,^(X'W„X)-'X'W„ -  xli,X'W,,Xr'X'W,,] 
X [w:^X{X'W„X)-'x„ -  WiX(X'W,.Xr'x,,].  (3.4) 
Nonconstant variance 
The loess fitting procedure can be modified to accommodate nonconstant variance. 
Following Cleveland [6] assume there is a known set of constants {a,j} such that 
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Var{.,yaijeij) = < oo. Then the weight for becomes aijWij{t).  Let A = 
denote aji N x N diagonal matrix of weights {a. j} and let Bt = WtA. Then, we have 
A = [X'BtXyX'Bty (3.5) 
and the results in the previous section hold with Wt replaced by Bt-
Correlated errors 
The development of the loess procedure up to this point has assumed Cov{tij, = 
0. Now suppose Var{y) = a^V where K is a known positive definite matrix. Consider 
the transformations z = V~2y and U = V~^X. Then Kar(z) = a^L Applying the 
weight matrix Wt to the transformed data gives 
= {X'V-'^WtV-^X)-^X'V-'^WtV-'^y. (3.6) 
Equations 3.2 and 3.4 stiU hold with Wt replaced by V~iWtV~^. 
In practice, the covariance matrix V is not known. Estimating V from the truck data 
would be difficult because there are no replications at the various time points, t. It should 
also be noted that the present implementation of loess in S-Plus does not accomodate 
the assumption of Var{y) = imless V is a diagonal matrix. Our strategy wiU be 
to use Equation 3.5 to calculate fit- The loss in efficiency should be small since only 
observations within a truck are correlated. The computation of Pt uses at most two or 
three time points from a given truck since only a portion of the data, depending on a, 
is used in the computation. Thus, for a given t, any observation will be correlated with 
at most one or two other observations used in the calculation of /?£. 
Application to the truck data 
We now apply the loess smoothing procedure to the truck data set. Recall y.j = 
cumulative labor hours and = cumulative mileage for the truck at the end of 
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the year of service. Furthermore, Figure 1.1 shows that the variance homogeneity 
assumption is violated, so we will use 3.5. We will ignore potential correlation among 
repeated observations on a single truck in fitting the curve, but we will later use bootstrap 
methods to compute standard errors that account for such correlations. The basic steps 
in applying the procedure are: 
1. Estimate the weights, a.-j . 
2. Select a value for A, the degree of polynomial fitted locally. 
3. Select a value for a, the neighborhood size, a is sometimes called the span. 
Determination of weights, {ajj} 
Estimation of the weights {oij} would present no problem if there were multiple 
observed y's at each observed value of as is the case in growth curve studies with 
regular inspections. In that case, one would use the sample variance at each value of 
t. The weights would be inversely proportional to the sample variances. However, the 
truck maintenance data generally has only one observed cimaulative labor hour value for 
each cumulative mileage value. To estimate the weights for the truck maintenance data 
we proceed as foUows. The range of cimiulative mileage values, 0 to 1,200,000 miles, 
was divided into 12 classes of equal length, 0-100,000 miles, 100,000-200,000 miles and 
so forth. The sample standard deviation for cumulative labor hours and the average 
cimiulative mileage was calculated for each class These are presented in Table 3.1. 
Figure 3.1 is a plot of standard deviation of cumrdative labor hours versus average 
cimiulative mileage. A strong linear relationship is apparent with the possible exception 
of class 12, which contains relatively few trucks. 
The regression of standard deviation of cumulative labor hours on average cumula­
tive mileage, weighted by the number of observations in each class, gave the estimated 
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Table 3.1 Standard deviation of cumulative labor hours by class 
Class Cumulative Standard Average Number of 
Mileage Deviation Cumulative 
Mileage 
Units 
1 0-100,000 33.62 53510.13 789 
2 100,000-200,000 50.74 148045.44 926 
3 200,000-300,000 69.96 248539.32 792 
4 300,000-400,000 82.35 349395.17 750 
5 400,000-500,000 105.97 448427.47 675 
6 500,000-600,000 112.76 547960.05 565 
7 600,000-700,000 135.91 643476.06 375 
8 700,000-800,000 152.01 745849.17 208 
9 800,000-900,000 158.06 844967.51 112 
10 900,000-1,000,000 182.79 950765.79 75 
11 1,000,000-1,100,000 221.91 1048932.40 58 
12 1,100,000-1,200,000 170.07 1133209.32 19 
regression line 
standard deviation = 26.250 + .000167(average cumulative mileage) 
with r^=.986. A reasonable estimate of would then be: 
= 26.250 + .000167(^-j) (3.7) 
and the weights axe then estimated by: 
Selecting a VcJue for A, the degree of polynomial 
Cleveland [4] recommends choosing A = 1 as striking a good balajice between com­
putational ease and the need for flexibility to reproduce patterns in the data. When 
the regression surface has substantial curvature, such as a locai maodmum or minimum, 
the choice A = 2 may be more appropriate. For the truck data, the scatterplot of the 
observations shown in Figure 1.1 and results of Chapter 2 suggest that m{t) does not 
have a local maximum or minimima, giving more support for the choice A = 1. 
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Cumiialiva Mieage/IOOOOO 
Figure 3.1 Standard deviation of cumulative hours versus cumulative 
mileage 
Selecting a value for a using the M-plot 
The choice of 0 < a < 1 governs the amoxmt of smoothing by the loess fitting 
procedure and is similar to the choice of bandwidth in kernel estimation. As the value of 
a increases the amount of smoothing increases. The usual goal of selecting a is to pick 
as large a value as possible to minimize the variability of the smoothed points without 
unduly increasing the bias. In cases where the goal is to use the regression curve for 
prediction, a smaller value of a which reduces the bias may be more appropriate. 
The M-plot, introduced by Cleveland and Devlin [5], is a graphical tool to aid in 
selecting a. It is an extension of a procedure invented by Mallows called Cp for choosing 
a subset of the independent variables based on estimates of the mean squared error for 
each subset. The development here is an extension to the case of nonconstant variance. 
As before, we assume that there is a known set of constants such that V'ar(yaije,-.j ) = 
< oo. We are also assuming that Coz;(e,-,j, = 0, even though observations within 
a truck are likely to be correlated. 
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The loess estimate of the regression curve at t  is 
m{t) = x\{X'BtX)-'^X'WtAy (3.9) 
where 
A = the N X N diagonal matrix of weights {a,j}. 
Wt = the N X N diagonal matrix of weights {u;,j(i)}. 
Bt = WtA. 
x't = 
Let l{t) = x[{X'BtX)~^Wt be a 1X AT matrix. Then m[t) = l{t)Ay. Now let y.j = rh{tij) 
be the fitted values, be the residuals, y be the vector of observed 
cumulative labor hours, y be the vector of fitted values and e be the vector of residuals. 
Then y = LAy and i = {I — LA)y where L is an AT x N matrix with rows l{t) and I is 
the N X N identity matrix. It follows that 
Var{y) = Var{LAy) = LA{A-^)AL' = a^LAL' (3.10) 
and 
Var{e) = Var{{I -  LA)y) = -  LA)A-\l -  LA)'.  (3.11) 
If rh{t) is aji unbiased estimator of m(i), then 
p "i 
I E E "w't I = E (i 'Ai) = cHr ((/ -  AL'W -  AL)] (3.12) 
and an unbiased estimator of cr"^ is 
^'Ae 
~ tr[{I -  AL'){I -  AL)]' ^ ^  
The expected mean squared error summed over the observed cumulative mileages 
and divided by <t^ is 
P rii 
E - MUj))^ 
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where the subscript a denotes dependence on the choice of spaji. Mq consists of a bias 
term and a variance term, i.e., 
Ma = Ba + Va 
where 
Ba-
Va = 5 = trLaAL',.  
Let RSSa be the residual sum of squaxes of rfiait) using the rescaled residuals 
Then 
<T (T 
If were known an estimate of Mq would be 
pAe 
Ma = -^- HI -  AL'q){I - ALa) + trLaAL',.  
a'-
Now let (Tj be the estimate for where s is a small span. If the span is small enough, then 
rhj(^) is nearly unbiased resulting in a nearly imbiased estimate of using Equation 3.13. 
The estimate of Ma becomes 
M. = ^ -  tr{I -  AL'^){I -  ALa) + trLaAL'^. 
The M-plot is a plot of Ma versus Va for a selection of various values of a between s 
and 1. Usually, as a increases, the bias increases and the variance decreases. Using the 
M-plot aUows us to see the trade-off between bias and variance. 
The development of Ma did not accoimt for correlated observations. Note that as the 
neighborhood parameter a decreases the number of observations within a truck decreases 
and so correlation becomes less of a problem. 
Figure 3.2 is an M-plot with s taken to be 0.05. The rightmost point is a = 0.05 and 
the line is Ma = 14- Vertical distcinces from the line reflect the size of the bias term in 
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Ma. The rightmost point lies on the line since we assumed that the bias for a = 0.05 
is negligible. The criterion used by Cleveland and Devlin [5] and Cleveland, Devlin and 
Grosse [6] in selecting or was to choose a approximately where Ma begins a dramatic 
rise. In this way variance is minimized without introducing undue bias. After examining 
the M-plot, a was chosen to be 0.35 since there is a rapid rise in the bias for a values 
greater than 0.35. 
s 
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20 10 30 
Figure 3.2 M-plot of M statistic versus V for a = 0.05 to a = 0.80 in steps 
of 0.05 
Computation of rh(t) 
Using the loess function in S-Plus, a loess model with the specifications a = 0.35, 
A = 1, and weights a,j was fit to the truck data. A plot of cumulative labor hours 
versus m{t) is shown in Figure 3.3. Loess models with a values between 0.25 and 
0.50 produced plots very similar to Figure 3.3. As a decreases below 0.25, the plots 
become more irregular and are not monotonically increasing. A plot of m{t) from the 
interpolation approach used in the previous chapter is overlaid on m{t) computed from 
loess in Figure 3.4 
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Figure 3.3 Estimated cumulative labor hours vs. cumulative mileage 
Diagnostics 
We now examine some diagnostic plots to determine if the choices for a = 0.35, A = 1, 
and weights a,j are reasonable. Let = yij — To investigate distributional 
assumptions we use the rescaled residuals: 
A plot of the standardized residuals versus cumulative labor hours is shown in Fig­
ure 3.5. A loess smoothed curve is added to the residual plot to aid in the detection 
of any patterns. No effect appears to be present, so the estimated loess curve appeaxs 
to adequately model the information on cumulative labor hours provided by ctuntdative 
mileage. The overall pattern of the residuals still shows a problem with nonconstant 
variance, but it is an improvement over the loess model with no weights. See Figure 3.6 
for a residual plot from a loess model without the weights, a,j. 
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Figure 3.4 Estimated cumulative labor hours vs. cumulative mileage - loess 
and interpolation approach 
Bootstrap estimates for standard error of m{t) and Ay{taitb) 
The expressions given for Var{m{t)) and Var{Ay{ta,tb)) given by Equations (3.2) 
and (3.4) do not account for the correlation of errors within trucks. The derivation of 
more appropriate vaxiajice formulas would require specification of a model for within 
truck correlations as a fvmction of a few additional pajameters that would be estimated 
from correlation among residuals. Alternatively, a bootstrap procedure can be used to 
estimate variances and covariances of estimates of m{t) and Ay{ta,tb)- The bootstrap 
algorithm for calculating standard errors was carried out as follows, using the current 
implementation of the loess function is S-Plus: 
1. There are a total of 5344 observations from 1182 trucks. To account for correlation 
of errors within a truck we used the entire set of observations within a truck (truck 
history) rather than individual observations for the sampling units. A total of 1000 
independent bootstrap samples each consisting of 1182 resampled truck histories 
was taJcen. 
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Figure 3.5 Steindaxdized residuals versus cumulative mileage - aipha=0.35 
2. Let be the value of m(f) calculated from the z^'' bootstrap sample. For 
each bootstrap replication, the values of were calculated at 50,000 mile 
intervals over the range of t  using the S-Plus fimction loess. The range of t  was 
0 to 1,200,000 miles, so each bootstrap replication gave 25 values of i.e. 
m"(0), m-'(50,000) , m-'(100,000), ... , m-'(l,200,000). Let M"' be a 25 x 1 
column vector of the values of m"(i) and Var{M') be a 25 x 25 vzuriance matrix 
calculated from the 1000 bootstrap replications M". 
Let M be a 25 X 1 column vector of the values of m at i = 0, 50,000, 100,000 ,..., 
1,200,000. Then Var{M') is an estimate of Var{M). The square root of the diagonal 
elements of Var{M') are the estimates for the standard deviations of m{t) values at 
50,000 mile intervals. Computations for the standard errors ofAy(ia, ib) at 50,000 mile 
intervals are straightforward and the results are shown in Table 3.2 . To get the standard 
error for Ay{ta, U) for any arbitrary ti, > ta there are two options: 
1. Renm the bootstrap routine with the particular [fa, ft] being considered. 
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Figure 3.6 Residuals versus cumulative mileage - aJpha=0.35, No weights 
2. Estimate the variance of Ay(fa, ^6) with an. estimate of the variance of an approxi­
mation to Ay{ta,tb)- This estimate is obtained from the 25 x 25 covariance matrix 
computed for 50,000 mile intervals using the bootstrap routine. First approximate 
by a linear interpolation between the endpoints of the appropriate 50,000 
mile interval. Do the same to approximate rh{tb). The resulting approximation to 
^5) is a linear combination of the elements of M and may be represented as 
AyM) = l'M 
Then Var{l'M) = l'Var{M)l, which may be estimated by l 'Var{M')l.  Use this 
as the variance estimate for Ay{taitb). 
A comparison of Table 3.2 and Table 2.3 shows that estimated increases for 50,000 
mile intervals tend to be larger for the linear interpolation method than for loess. This 
can be explained by the differences in which the two methods compute estimated in­
creases. Consider the mileage interval (ta,tb)- The loess estimate of cumulative labor 
hours at tb includes aU trucks in a neighborhood determined by the span, a. In par­
ticular, the loess estimate at tb will include some trucks with cumulative mileages less 
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Table 3.2 Estimated increase in labor hours 
Estimated increase 
Mileage intervai in labor hours Standard error 
0-50,000 27.8 .82 
50,000-100,000 29.0 .77 
100,000-150,000 34.1 .76 
150,000-200,000 38.5 .88 
200,000-250,000 39.9 1.05 
250,000-300,000 41.5 .99 
300,000-350,000 42.1 1.12 
350,000-400,000 41.9 1.31 
400,000-450,000 44.8 1.33 
450,000-500,000 44.0 1.41 
500,000-550,000 43.6 1.61 
550,000-600,000 43.5 1.92 
600,000-650,000 44.2 2.08 
650,000-700,000 47.2 2.15 
700,000-750,000 47.4 2.31 
750,000-800,000 46.7 2.51 
800,000-850,000 44.7 2.66 
850,000-900,000 43.5 2.62 
900,000-950,000 43.7 2.53 
950,000-1,000,000 44.0 2.50 
1,000,000-1,050,000 44.1 2.54 
1,050,000-1,100,000 44.0 2.62 
1,100,000-1,150,000 43.8 2.70 
1,150,000-1,200,000 43.4 2.78 
than tfj. Many of these are low pace trucks which have a higher rate of labor hours per 
mile. The linear interpolation method for estimating increases will exclude these trucks 
since the method excludes trucks with cumulative mileages less than fj. The result of 
including these trucks in the loess computation is that the estimate of cumulative la­
bor hours at tb will be decreased. The effect becomes more pronoimced as tb increases 
(by 50,000 mile intervals, for example) since smaller nimabers of trucks make it to the 
higher cumulative mileages. The end result is that estimated increases over 50,000 mile 
intervals tend to be smaller for loess than for the linear interpolation method. 
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The main feature of the truck data which causes this problem in estimating increases 
using loess is that the shape of an individual truck's growth curve is related to the ending 
of the curve. Low pace trucks tend to have short curves that increase rapidly. High pace 
trucks will tend to have long curves that increase less rapidly. In short, there is an effect 
due to pace which contributes to the problem. In the next section we incorporate pace 
into the loess ajialysis. 
The use of loess to estimate the mean growth curve for a population when time is 
the only explanatory variable should be handled with some care. In general, the time 
span covered by an individual's growth curve should not be related to the shape of the 
individual's growth curve. Examples where this might be the case are data sets from 
the biological sciences, such as the often cited children's dental study in Potthoff and 
Roy [19]. 
A further comparison of Table 3.2 and Table 2.3 shows that standard errors for 
estimated increases in labor hours tends to be smaller for the linear interpolation method 
than for loess except for mileages above 950,000 where there are few trucks. As noted 
before, the standard errors produced by loess are dependent on the choice of a, the 
neighborhood parameter. A larger a would produce estimates with smaller standard 
errors but with larger bias. 
Incorporating pace into the loess analysis 
The variable pace, the average number of miles a truck is driven per year, was 
introduced in Chapter 2 and was foimd to improve estimates of cumulative labor hours. 
In this section we incorporate both ciimulative mileage and pace into the loess analysis. 
Let r,- be the average mileage per year for the f"' truck. Then the model given in (3.1) 
is generalized as 
x/ ' ,J ~ ^i) "f" 
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The loess procedure for fitting a smooth surface in two dimensions is a straightforward 
extension of the procedure for one dimension. As before, the smoothness of the loess 
fit depends on A, the degree of polynomial fitted at the point (f, r), and a, the span or 
smoothness parameter. 
We choose A = 1 for the same reason as in the one dimensioned case, i.e. Cleve­
land's [4] recommendation to A = 1 as striking a good balance between computational 
ease and the need for flexibility to reproduce patterns in the data. With A = 1, the 
estimate m(i, r) at a point (t, r) is a weighted local regression of the form 
y = ^ o + (3it + + 03tr 
The P{t) are the values that minimize 
£ 51 -00- - I3ztrf 
1=1 j=i 
The weights are determined using the tricube weight function. Distances between 
points in two dimensions are calculated using a Euclidean distance between rescaled 
measurements, i.e. the predictors are divided by their standard deviation. 
Determination of weights, {a,j} 
As before, there is still the problem of nonconstant variance. To determine the 
effect of pace on the variance of y, the trucks were stratified into four pace categories 
according to Table 2.1. In each pace category, the range of cimiulative mileage values, 
0 to 1,200,000, was divided into 12 classes of equal length, 0-100,000, 100,000-200,000, 
and so forth. Thus, the trucks were partitioned into 12 x 4 = 48 groups. The sample 
standard deviation and the average cimiulative mileage were computed for each group. 
Then two regressions were performed, both weighted by the number of observations in 
each group. The results were: 
standard deviation = 23.48 -f- 0.000163(average cumulative mileage) 
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= .930 
standaxd deviation = 37.89 + 0.000172(average cumulative mileage) — .000147(pace) 
=.945 
Pace does not seem to have a large impact on the prediction of standajd deviation. 
Therefore, the first equation was used to estimate the weights according to 
. 1 
Selection a value of a using the M-plot 
The M-plot, described earlier, was used to select the value of a. In Figure 3.7 the 
rightmost point is for q=0.05. Beyond a=0.25 there is a rapid rise in the amount of 
bias. Based on the M-plot, q=0.25 was selected as the span. 
Figure 3.7 M-plot of M statistic versus V for a = 0.05 to a = 0.80 in steps 
of 0.05 
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Computation of m(t, r) and bootstrap estimates for standard errors of 
m{t,r) and Ay{r , ta , tb) 
A loess model with the specifications a = 0.25, A = 1, and recomputed weights a,j 
was fit to the truck data. A perspective plot of the surface is shown in Figure 3.8. The 
grid was constructed for 0 to 1,200,000 cumulative miles with 50,000 increments and for 
pace values between 25,000 to 300,000 average miles per year with 25,000 miles per year 
increments. Note that cumulative labor hours have nearly a straight line relationship 
with cumulative mileage in the higher pace categories but the relationship is more curved 
and rises more quickly for low pace categories. This relationship is cleaxly shown in 
Figure 3.9 where predicted cimaulative labor hours versus cumulative mileage is shown 
for the pace values 50,000, 100,000, 200,000, eind 300,000 average miles per year. 
The bootstrap algorithm was caxried out as previously described except r) was 
calculated on a 12 x 25=300 point grid for 1000 independent bootstrap samples. Instead 
of generating a single 25 x 25 variance matrix as before, we generated twelve 25 x 25 
variance matrices, one for each value of pace in the grid. Estimates of mean labor hours 
used within 50,000 mile intervals and their standard errors are shown in Tables 3.3, 
3.4, and 3.5. Note that within a given mileage interval the standard errors are highest 
when pace is 25000 miles per year and then decrease as pace increases to about 125,000 
to 175,000 miles per yeax. Standard errors tend to be fairly constant for higher pace 
values. Standard errors from Table 3.2, where pace was not incorporated into the loess 
analysis, appeeir to be "averages" of the standard errors within the mileage intervals 
from Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5. It should be noted that some of the values in these tables 
are extrapolations from the observed data. In the pace category 25000 average miles 
per year, for example, there were no trucks that had cumulative mileage greater than 
400,000 miles. 
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Figure 3.8 Cumulative labor hours versus cimiulative mileage and pace 
Conclusion 
This chapter has considered loess as a nonparametric method for estimating m(i), 
the overall mean growth curve. Some comparisons with the lineeir interpolation approach 
considered in the previous chapter can be made. 
• Implementing loess is more complicated since choices about the degree of polyno­
mial to be locally fitted and the neighborhood size need to be made. 
• As for linear interpolation, this implementation of loess does not provide estimates 
of growth curves for individual trucks. 
• Compaxed with the linear interpolation method, standard errors of m { t )  and 
^y{ ta i tb )  fo r  the  loess  me thod  t end  to  be  h igher  fo r  low and  modera te  va lues  o f  t  
where many trucks axe available to the linear interpolation method and lower for 
high values of t where relatively few trucks are available to the linear interpolation 
method. 
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Figure 3.9 Loess ciirves for pace values 50,000, 100,000, 200,000 and 300,000 
• Coraputation of stajidard errors for Ay(fa,fi) is more difficult than for the linear 
interpolation approach. Bootstrap methods were used rather that direct calcula­
tion. 
• Incorporating covaxiates such as pace to improve estimates does not require strat­
ification of the trucks into pace categories. 
In this chapter we have seen that loess is another alternative for estimating m{t) and 
for providing estimates ajid staxidaxd errors of Ay{tait/,). Although loess can be used in 
this manner, it is also a very useful tool for determining the form of the overall mean 
growth curve in an exploratory data analysis. This can be helpful in choosing the form 
of a model with more complicated parametric methods such as the mixed model analysis 
considered in the next chapter. 
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Table 3.3 Estimated mean labor hours used within consecutive 50,000 mile 
intervals. Standard errors are shown in paxentheses. 
Mileage interval 
(xlOOO) 
Average miles per year 
25000 50000 75000 100000 
0-50 
50-100 
100-150 
150-200 
200-250 
250-300 
300-350 
350-400 
400-450 
450-500 
500-550 
550-600 
600-650 
650-700 
700-750 
750-800 
800-850 
850-900 
900-950 
950-1,000 
1000-1050 
1050-1100 
1100-1150 
1150-1200 
47.64 (3.16) 
48.81 (3.01 
50.39 (3.09 
52.06 (3.39 
53.27 (3.82 
54.43 (4.49 
55.38 (5.59 
55.18 (7.11 
54.04 (9.20 
51.94 (12.65 
48.29 
47.83 
51.89 
63.01 
68.80 
78.09 
85.10 
85.64 
78.92 
70.84 
60.67 
55.31 
52.62 
58.82 
15.69 
15.89 
15.70 
14.52 
16.12 
18.57 
19.88 
19.40 
17.68 
15.47 
13.46 
12.02 
11.27 
11.44 
44.73 
46.77 
48.95 
51.74 
55.31 
59.69 
61.99 
58.39 
54.86 
57.45 
61.31 
64.01 
65.43 
66.08 
64.37 
60.73 
56.98 
53.76 
51.90 
51.92 
54.32 
57.62 
59.49 
62.62 
(2.09 
(2.02 
(2.09 
(2.44 
(3.22 
(4.47 
(6.35 
(7.45 
(6.63 
(6.06 
(6.13 
(6.40 
(7.05 
(7.77 
(8.01 
(8.11 
(8.13 
(7.95 
(8.50 
(8.73 
(8.86 
(9.04 
(9.51 
(9.50 
36.30 (1.08 
39.75 (1.15 
44.02 (1.28 
48.26 (1.50 
50.28 (1.72 
51.55 (1.97 
53.95 (2.12 
55.95 (2.42 
57.25 (2.69 
58.24 (3.02 
60.90 (3.69 
59.21 (4.05 
57.36 (4.46 
54.70 (4.81 
52.02 (5.14 
53.67 (5.60 
55.74 (6.12 
58.77 (6.38 
61.78 (6.81 
63.53 (7.26 
67.12 (7.12 
68.73 (6.87 
70.50 (6.79 
71.58 (6.77 
28.38 (.75) 
30.97 (.69) 
34.19 (.66) 
38.75 (.67) 
41.21 (.74) 
43.14 (.85) 
45.65 (1.12) 
48.75 (1.19) 
51.43 (1.10) 
52.19 (1.47) 
53.28 (1.90) 
54.12 (2.34) 
55.95 (2.92) 
58.57 (3.50) 
61.54 (4.03) 
64.54 (4.23) 
66.96 (4.61) 
69.06 (4.61) 
69.85 (4.36) 
70.25 (4.52) 
70.63 (4.67) 
70.06 (4.65) 
68.09 (4.47) 
66.90 (4.64) 
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Table 3.4 Estimated mean labor hours used within consecutive 50,000 mile 
intervals. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. 
Mileage interval 
(xlOOO) 
Average miles per year 
125000 150000 175000 200000 
0-50 
50-100 
100-150 
150-200 
200-250 
250-300 
300-350 
350-400 
400-450 
450-500 
500-550 
550-600 
600-650 
650-700 
700-750 
750-800 
800-850 
850-900 
900-950 
950-1000 
1000-1050 
1050-1100 
1100-1150 
1150-1200 
25.27 (.69 
27.15 (.65 
29.16 (.67 
32.40 (.68 
34.79 (.67 
36.74 (.80 
38.35 (.80 
38.96 (.84 
40.75 (.95 
43.59 (1.24 
48.92 (1.67 
55.48 (2.10 
61.11 (2.56 
64.82 (2.57 
67.08 (2.53 
68.16 (2.75 
68.31 (2.99 
69.24 (3.17 
67.49 (3.04 
66.77 (3.04 
64.58 (3.11 
61.94 (3.25 
60.71 (2.45 
59.74 (3.65 
26.26 (.70 
27.55 (.66 
29.44 (.66 
31.95 (.71 
34.48 (.80 
36.37 (.92 
38.78 (.98 
40.58 (.99 
42.44 (1.02 
45.04 (1.21 
47.81 (1.25 
51.56 (1.42 
54.58 (1.59 
56.46 (1.67 
57.70 (1.79 
58.29 (1.84 
58.82 (1.89 
58.31 (1.94 
57.95 (2.09 
57.82 (2.20 
57.74 (2.27 
58.12 (2.34 
58.13 (2.44 
58.06 (2.53 
30.74 (.85 
31.98 (.84 
33.31 (.85 
34.68 (.88 
36.15 (.90 
37.80 (.94 
39.46 (1.01 
40.63 (1.07 
41.62 (1.12 
42.91 (1.05 
44.64 (.98 
46.44 (1.02 
48.70 (1.20 
50.15 (1.28 
50.74 (1.32 
50.83 (1.44 
51.11 (1.62 
51.60 (1.75 
52.13 (1.83 
52.57 (1.88 
53.03 (1.93 
52.37 (1.99 
53.65 (2.06 
53.92 (2.16 
33.11 (.84) 
33.86 (.84) 
34.61 (.84) 
53.43 (.85) 
36.15 (.86) 
36.96 (.88) 
37.90 (.92) 
83.94 (.95) 
41.01 (1.05) 
41.29 (1.11) 
42.53 (1.21) 
44.27 (1.30) 
45.71 (1.42) 
45.93 (1.54) 
45.42 (1.59) 
44.93 (1.63) 
44.90 (1.64) 
45.14 (1.66) 
45.62 (1.69) 
46.27 (1.76) 
47.01 (1.85) 
47.57 (1.96) 
48.45 (2.08) 
49.04 (2.20) 
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Table 3.5 Estimated mean labor hours used within consecutive 50,000 mile 
intervals. Standard errors are shown in parentheses. 
Mileage interval 
(xlOOO) 
Average miles per year 
225000 250000 275000 300000 
0-50 
50-100 
100-150 
150-200 
200-250 
250-300 
300-350 
350-400 
400-450 
450-500 
500-550 
550-600 
600-650 
650-700 
700-750 
750-800 
800-850 
850-900 
900-950 
950-1000 
1000-1050 
1050-1100 
1100-1150 
1150-1200 
32.68 (.84 
33.15 (.85 
33.68 (.85 
34.19 (.86 
34.66 (.89 
35.10 (.91 
35.48 (.94 
35.97 (.99 
36.34 (1.06 
37.20 (1.16 
38.33 (1.23 
39.16 (1.29 
39.61 (1.38 
39.91 (1.45 
40.16 (1.50 
40.46 (1.53 
41.22 (1.59 
41.54 (1.66 
41.97 (1.72 
42.97 (1.83 
42.56 (1.89 
44.18 (1.99 
44.51 (2.10 
45.19 (2.21 
31.85 (.89 
32.29 (.90 
32.62 (.90 
32.86 (.91 
33.17 (.93 
33.33 (.95 
33.40 (.98 
33.66 (1.05 
34.43 (1.13 
34.75 (1.15 
35.30 (1.16 
35.76 (1.21 
36.07 (1.29 
36.03 (1.29 
36.03 (1.38 
36.33 (1.46 
36.70 (1.55 
37.42 (1.69 
37.98 (1.80 
38.68 (1.91 
39.12 (2.00 
39.95 (2.12 
40.75 (2.21 
41.67 (2.24 
31.20 (.95 
31.78 (.95 
31.69 (.95 
31.78 (.96 
31.89 (.97 
32.02 (1.01 
32.25 (1.06 
32.59 (1.10 
33.34 (1.12 
33.52 (1.16 
33.81 (1.17 
34.12 (1.22 
34.39 (1.27 
34.53 (1.38 
34.25 (1.40 
33.77 (1.44 
33.87 (1.54 
33.71 (1.60 
33.55 (1.68 
33.90 (1.83 
34.20 (1.97 
34.85 (2.09 
35.50 (2.21 
35.83 (2.38 
31.52 (1.00) 
30.64 (1.00) 
.30.70 (.99) 
30.77 (1.01) 
31.06 (1.04) 
31.21 (1.06) 
31.50 (1.11) 
31.78 (1.14) 
31.78 (1.15) 
32.65 (1.19) 
32.57 (1.23) 
32.99 (1.26) 
32.72 (1.29) 
33.18 (1.39) 
33.02 (1.46) 
33.18 (1.50) 
31.98 (1.54) 
32.18 (1.64) 
32.08 (1.72) 
31.31 (1.77) 
31.16 (1.86) 
31.42 (1.91) 
31.73 (2.06) 
31.17 (2.16) 
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4 GROWTH CURVE ESTIMATION AND PREDICTION 
USING LINEAR MIXED MODELS 
Introduction 
A general model for the analysis of longitudinal data proposed by Harville [13] and 
Laird and Ware [17] can also be used for growth curve studies. In the previous two 
chapters attention has been focused on estimating the overall mean growth curve and 
using this curve to make predictions. The general model proposed by Harville and Laird 
and Ware, sometimes called the linear mixed model, can be used to predict individual 
growth curves as well as estimate the mean growth curve for the population. Predictions 
for a subject may then be obtained from that subject's individual growth curve. 
The model 
The linear mixed model for longitudinal data analysis is 
yi = Xifi + Zai + ti (4.1) 
where y,- is an n,- x 1 colimm vector of responses for unit i, Xi is aLa Ui x p design 
matrix, is a p x 1 vector of fixed coefficients, Zi is an n,- x design matrix for the 
random effects, 7,-, which are assimied to be independent with distribution A'^(0,cr^5) 
where B is a general covariance matrix. The within unit errors, e,-, are assumed to be 
independent with distribution N{0^a'^Wi{d)) and are also assumed to be independent of 
7,-. This model allows for a different number of observations for each unit and irregulcir 
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inspection times. The covaxiance matrices cr^Wi axe allowed to vary from unit to unit 
but are paraineterized by the vector 0. Let Vf = ZiBZ'- + W,. Then the covariance 
matrix for the n,- observations tciken on unit i is 
o-'K- = + Wi). (4.2) 
The parameterization of W{ will differ for different situations. For repeated mea­
sures a parameterization of Wi{d) proposed by Jones and Ackerson [15] and Jones and 
Boadi-Boateng [16] allows for serial correlation in the within unit error structure. This 
parameterization makes sense for repeated measiures and growth curve studies because it 
is reasonable to assimie that errors within a unit could be correlated. When inspection 
times are irregular it is necessary to consider continuous time autoregressive processes. 
The simplest case is a continuous time AR(1) process. 
A continuous time AR(1) process has correlation function 
p{T) = 
where r is the time interval between two successive observations. Under this assumption 
the within unit correlation matrix is 
1 • • 
1 • 
• 1 
• . 1 
Wi = 
Estimation of the parameters 
The log likelihood for this model multiplied by —2 is 
I = X: (n.log(27rcr2) + \og\ZiBZl + - XifiYiZiBZ'. + Wi)-'{yi - Xi0)\. 
.=1 J 
(4.3) 
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It is a function of /?, the paxameters of the matrices Wi, ajid. B. For a given B and 
0, the weighted least squares estimate of ^ is 
and an estimate of is 
= 4 E(w - XMZiBZl + Wi)-\y, - XS) (4.5) 
t"=l 
P 
where N = ^ rii is the total number of observations from all the units. Substituting 
1=1 
these estimates back into Equation 4.3 gives / concentrated with respect to 0 and 
I = Mog(27ra-2) + log\ZiBZ'i + Wi\ + N (4.6) 
t=i 
To constrain B to be nonnegative definite, B may be factored as 
B = U'U (4.7) 
where (7 is an upper triangular matrix. Then Equation 4.6 becomes 
I = Mog(27r^2) ^ ^  \og\ZiU'UZl + Wi\ + N. (4.8) 
t=i 
Maximum likelihood estimates are obtained by minimizing Equation 4.8 with respect to 
9, the vector which parameterizes Wi, axid the elements of U. These estimates are then 
substituted back into Equations 4.4 and 4.5 to obtain estimates for /? and <7^. 
To obtain a prediction for 7,- we note that for the i"* unit Cay(7,-, t/,) = a-^BZ'-. Then, 
because of normality, we have 
EhilVi) = Eirti) + Cov^^i, yi)[var{yi)]~^[yi -  E{yi)] = BZlV~\yi -  Xi/3). (4.9) 
Assuming B and 9 are known, a prediction for 7,- may be obtained by substituting 0 
into Equation 4.9 resulting in 
^i = BZ'iV-\yi-Xi0). (4.10) 
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The prediction for 7,- is also empirical Bayes since it has the form 7,- = E{'^i\yi,fi^9). In 
practice B and 9 are unknovra, so their maximum likelihood estimates are substituted 
into Equation 4.10 to obtain 
^i = BZ'yr\y,-Xih- (4.11) 
Standard errors for /? and 7, 
Since 0 and 7,- are both linear functions of j/,-, their standaxd errors assuming B and 
9 axe known may be written as 
Vcr{l))^a'\^^X(V-'Xij (4.12) 
and 
Variii) = - Vr'Xi (^X^Vr^X,^ ZiB. (4.13) 
To assess the error of prediction the variation of 7,- and its correlation with 7,- must also 
be taken into accoimt. Thus we have 
VaHi, - 7.) = <T^ - BZ; |K-' - Zifij • (4.14) 
When B and 6 are unknown, estimates for the standard errors may be obtained by 
substituting the maodmum likelihood estimates B and Vf in place of B and K" • 
Application to the truck data 
We now consider the application of the linear mixed model to the truck maintenance 
data. Recall = cimiulative labor hours and f,-j = cumulative mileage of the truck 
at the end of the year of service. We will consider hierarchical polynomial growth 
curve models to model the population mean growth curve and the individual growth 
curves for each truck. The use of polynomials to model growth curves is commonplace 
when the underlying model which generates the response vaxiable is not well understood. 
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Rcio [24] considered polynomials for the prediction of future observations in growth curve 
models for the special ca^e with homogeneous inspection times. 
Suppose the population mean growth curve is to be modeled by a degree poly­
nomial in t. The population design matrix for the truck is of the form 
1 tl, 
1 h2 tl2 ^1,2 
1 
In a hierarchical polynomial growth curve model, we aJlow some of the higher order 
degree terms to be common to ail trucks. The polynomial terms which vary from truck 
to truck have a fixed part which is modeled by the matrix Xi and a random part which 
is modeled by the matrix Z,-. Thus for some m < k, the design matrix for Z, is 
Z.= 
1 ki tl ••• tz 
1 ^.-,2 ^i,2 ^m—1 • ^«',2 
m—1 t-t ,n  1 ii,ni 
As an example suppose k = 2 and m = 1. Then the linear mixed model for the z"* truck 
becomes 
1 U,i i-,1 
Vi = 
1 ii,ni ni 
PQ 1 
/?! + 
^2 1 ii,ni 
70,{ 
7i,.-
+ Ct-
In this model the population mean growth curve is given by 
J/ = /?o + + ^2^^ 
and the individual growth curve for the truck is given by 
y = (/^o + 7o) + (/3i + 7i)^ + 
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For this raodel, the constajit and linear terms will vary from truck to truck but the 
quadratic term is common to ail trucks. 
Model selection 
The problem of selecting a linear mixed model for the track maintenance data wiU 
now be considered. When two models are fit to the same data using maximum likelihood 
and one model is a constrained version of the other, the likelihood ratio test can be used 
to test the null hypothesis that the model with more parameters is not a significantly 
better fit than the model with fewer parameters. In this application the parameters of 
interest are the elements of the vector /?, the elements of the upper triangular matrix U, 
and 6, the scalar which parameterizes Wi. Let /i be -2 log likelihood for the constrained 
model and let I2 be -2 log likelihood for the other model with r extra parameters. Under 
the null hypothesis that the r extra parameters are zero, we have 
(4.15) 
A laxge value of /i —12 is evidence in favor of the alternate hypothesis that there is a 
significant improvement in the fit with the extra r parameters. 
An approach to find the best linear mixed model for the truck maintenance data is 
to determine a good model for the fixed and random effects using the chi-squaxe tests. 
Then AR(1) error structure can be introduced to see if there is a significant improvement 
in the fit. The value for -2 log likelihood for a series of linear mixed models is shown 
in Table 4.1. Note that if the order of the random part of the polynomial is m then 
there are (m + l)(m + 2)/2 elements of the matrix U which are parameters in the log 
likelihood, Equation 4.8. For a Tjrpe 1 error rate of .01 the critical values from a chi-
square distribution with 1 degree of freedom and 2 degrees of freedom are 6.635 and 
9.210, respectively. 
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Table 4.1 -2 log likelihood for models fitted to 
the truck maintenance data 
Order Number of 
Fixed Random Parameters -2 log likelihood 
1 1 5 56662.27 
2 I 6 55828.60 
2 2 9 53964.80 
3 1 7 55614.89 
3 2 10 53939.13 
3 3 14 53700.61 
4 1 8 55610.61 
4 2 11 53910.82 
4 3 15 53685.78 
4 4 20 53685.78 
5 2 12 53907.04 
5 3 16 53680.16 
6 2 13 53903.89 
6 3 17 53679.69 
The model with a fourth degree polynomial in t for the fixed part and a cubic 
polynomial in t for the random part provides a good fit to the data. We wiU refer to this 
model 35 Model 430 to denote the fixed fourth degree polynomial in t and the random 
third degree polynomial in t and no autocorrelation zimong errors within imits. Imposing 
AR(1) error structure on this model results in a -2 log likelihood value of 53683.57, so 
it appears that the AR(1) error structure is not needed after the random effects are 
included in the model. 
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Figiire 4.1 Estimated mean curve for Model 430 
For the Model 430, 5 = 0, IVi is an identity matrix, and the paxameter estimates are: 
.2847 .2506 
1.627 
.2114 
.2890 
.3165 
5.026 
44.89 
/?= 9.909 B = U'U U = 
-.7704 
.03003 
and a = 18.35. 
The estimated mean curve is: 
y = 5.026 + 44.89i + 9.909i2 - .7704t^ + .03003<^ 
A graph of the estimated mean curve is shown in Figure 4.1 
The individual growth curve for the z"' truck is given by 
Vi = (5.026 + 7o,,) + (44.9 + 7i,t)f + (9.909 + 72, 
(-.7704 + 73,.)i^ + .03003^'^ 
-.007927 
.008451 
-.03641 
.004749 
(4.16) 
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Figure 4.2 Individual growth curves for four trucks - Model 430 
where 70,,-, 7i,t? l2,ii aJid-ya,,- are the predicted random effects for the truck. Graphs of 
the individual growth curves and observed data for four individual trucks are shown in 
Figure 4.2. Note that the fit of the individual curves to the observed data appears 
to be quite good. Also note that the truck with only one observation has an estimated 
individual growth curve. Thus, all four random effect terms can be predicted even when 
there are fewer than five observations per truck. The sums of squares associated with 
the fit of the model to the complete data set are shown in Table 4.2. 
In Chapter 3 the curve fitting procedure loess was used to estimate the mean growth 
curve. Figure 4.3 is a plot the mean growth curves estimated by the mixed model (Model 
430) and by loess. The two estimated curves agree quite well for cumulative mileages 
below 600,000 miles. The mean curve estimated by Model 430 rises more rapidly than 
the loess estimated mean curve for cumulative mileages above 600,000. Apparently, loess 
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Table 4.2 Sums of squares 
Model 430 
Source Sum of squares 
Model 262,292,646 
Error 1,103,108 
Corrected total 263,395,754 
/?2=.9958 
§ 
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Figure 4.3 Estimated mean growth curve. Model 430 (dark cxirve) and loess 
estimated ciirve (light curve) 
is more heavily influenced than the mixed model by high mileage trucks with relatively 
low labor hour requirements. The proportion of high mileage trucks with low labor 
hour requirements is relatively small for the truck data, so the mixed model allows these 
trucks to deviate from the estimated mean curve via the random effects. The mixed 
model estimated mean curve is determined by the large proportion of trucks with lower 
cumulative mileages. In the truck study, 75% of the 1182 units had ctmiulative mileages 
less than 675,000 miles. 
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Using the model for prediction of future values 
The estimation of values on the population mean curve is no different from ordinary-
weighted least squares regression. Let t denote a possible value of the cimiulative mileage 
variable t. For a fourth degree polynomial we would have 
x = [l t ]. 
Then, the estimated population mean for a given x is 
y = x0 
which has variaxice 
var(y) = a^x(^X[V^^Xi)~^x' = xcow{fi)x'. 
With the linear mixed model it is possible to make predictions for individual trucks. 
Suppose we wish to predict the cumulative labor hoiurs for a truck at futiue cumulative 
mileage, tp. For a model with a fourth degree polynomial for fixed effects and a third 
degree polynomial for random effects we would have 
Xp = [ 1 fp tl ] 
= [ 1 ]. 
First consider the case of a truck for which there is no previous data. Since there is no 
prediction for 7,- for this truck the prediction of the cmnulative labor hours is given by 
the population mean ciirve 
Up = Xpfi. (4.17) 
But the variance of the prediction is given by 
var(y - j/p) = XpCOv0)Xp + (r^ZpBz'j, + (4.18) 
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Now consider the case where the truck has previous data. The model for this 
truck may be written as: 
Vi Xi 
0 + 
Zi e." 
= 7.- + 
Vp Xp 
. . 
(4.19) 
Then 
Var 
Ui 2 
= cr^ (4.20) ZiBZl + Wi ZiBz; 
ZpBZ'i ZpBzp +1 
Assuming ^3, B, are known, the minimimi meaxi squared error predictor of y-p based 
on j/i is the conditional mean 
yp,s./J = E{yj,\yi) = Xp/3 + ZpBZ'iV^ ^(y,- - X,/?) (4.21) 
where K" = ZiBZ[ + Wi. An empirical Bayes estimator for y^ may be obtained by 
substituting /? into Equation 4.21 resulting in 
Vv.B = xj + z,BZ;V-\yi - X,0) (4.22) 
which has variance 
vax(y - yp,B) = XpCOv(/?)Xp + ZpCov{ji - 'yi)Zp + cr^ (4.23) 
When B is unknown, the maximum likelihood estimate B may be substituted to obtain 
yp = Xp^ + ZpBZ'yr^{yi-XiP) (4.24) 
= Xp/3 + 2p7.-. 
These estimators and predictors were derived by Haxville [13] and considered by Laird 
and Ware [17] among others. Rao [24] [23] and Reinsel [25] have used these estimators 
in the context of predicting future observations in growth curve models. 
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Interpretation of 7,- and 
Suppose the lineax mixed model is written as 
{yi - X{I3) = Z.-7,- + e," 
and Zi is assumed to be full rank. Rao [23] has shown that an expression for 7,- equivalent 
to Equation 4.10 is given by 
7.- = il" - + (Z;Z,)-')-'(7!") (4.25) 
where 7,* = Zl{y{—Xi0) is the least squares estimator of 7,- obtained by treating 
7,- as a fixed effect in the regression of (i/, —X,/3) on Zi. Written in this form we see that -y,-
is a weighted linear combination of 7,-'^ and the assumed prior mean of 7,-, i.e. £^(7, ) = 0. 
Rao [24] proposed this estimator in his paper on predicting future observations in growth 
curve models. 
There is some confusion in the literature regarding the interpretation of yp and 7,- in 
growth curve models. Note that for the truck data we fit a third order polynomial model 
as the within-unit model even though many trucks have fewer than four observations. 
For these trucks Z{ does not have full column rank and Z'-Zi is not positive definite. 
Therefore the interpretation of 7,- afforded by Equation 4.25 does not apply since is 
not even estimable. Laird and Ware [17] consider the estimator in Equation 4.10 and 
also state that 7,- is a weighted linear combination of jP and 0, but they also fail to 
note that this is true only when Zi has full column rank. 
Jones and Boadi-Boateng [16] analyze a data set with a linear mixed model with 
a first order polynomial for the overall mean curve (fixed effects) and a first order 
polynomial for the within subject model (random effects). They note that many subjects 
have only a single observation and yet straight lines are being fitted as the within subject 
model. They go on to state that the estimated intercept and slope for a subject are 
shrinkage estimates that are shnmk toward the overall mean line, and if a subject has 
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only a single observation the estimated slope for that subject will be the same as the 
slope for the overall mean line, but the estimated line will not go through the single 
observation; it will be shifted toward the overall mean line. 
This interpretation by Jones and Boadi-Boateng is in error. Both the estimated 
intercept and the estimated slope for a subject with only one observation will be different 
from the overall mean line as an inspection of Equation 4.10 wiU show. Furthermore, 
since Zi is not fuU coluirm rank in this case, one caainot talk about the slope and 
intercept for the subject as being weighted linear combinations of 0 and since is 
not estimable. For a subject with only one observation what we can say is that 
y.- = X./3 + ZiBZlVr'iVi - Xj) (4.26) 
and therefore the predicted response for a subject with one observation at Xi is shnmk 
from the observed value t/,- toward the estimated group mean X,/?. 
Choosing a model via cross validation 
The intended use of the linear mixed model as applied to the truck data is to predict 
ciimulative labor hours at a future cumulative mileage, tp. The model selection procedure 
presented earlier using chi-square tests assesses the quality of fit of the different models. 
A model selected by this procedure may fit the data well but may not be the best model 
to use for prediction. The model selected by the chi-square test procedure called for a 
fourth order polynomial for the between unit model and a third order polynomiai for the 
within unit model. Is this the best model for prediction or would a lower order model 
do as well or better? 
One possible way to assess the predictive ability of a model is to use cross validation. 
As in Chapter 2, the data are split into a fitting sample and a validation sample. The 
candidate models are fitted using the fitting sample and then the resulting models are 
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Table 4.3 Cross validatioa results 
Order 
Fixed Random ^ - yf 
2 1 2581.68 
3 1 2446.93 
3 2 1998.56 
4 2 1988.47 
4 3 1822.51 
used to estimate the responses in the validation sample. Candidate models may then be 
compared by using the average of the sum of the squaxed residuals. 
The validation sample we selected for the truck data was the last observation for 
each truck that was still in service at the end of 1993. Some trucks in the data set were 
removed from service prior to 1993 so it is realistic to assume that future predictions 
for these trucks are not desired. Of the 5344 total observations in the truck data set 
this data splitting scheme placed 939 observations in the validation sample and 4405 
observations in the fitting sample. Results for a series of linear mixed models is shown 
in Table 4.3. 
The results of Table 4.3 show that the lower order models do not predict 1993 cu­
mulative labor hours as well as the model selected by the chi-square tests. 
Checking model assumptions 
We now check the distributional assumptions for the random coeflScents, 7,-, and the 
within unit errors, e,-. In Equation 4.1 we assumed that the random effects, 7,-, had 
distribution A''(0, a^B) where 5 is a general covariance matrix and that the within unit 
errors, e,-, had distribution Ar(0,cr^H^i(^)). We later found that there appeared to be no 
autocorrelation of errors within units and so the assumption for the within unit errors 
became e,- ~ A''(0, cr^I). 
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Figure 4.4 Normal probability plots for random coefficients. Clockwise from 
upper left: intercept, lineax, cubic, quadratic 
Normal probability plots for the estimated random coefficients are displayed in Fig­
ure 4.4. The plot labeled rO on the vertical axis is the plot for random intercept terms, 
the plot labeled rl is for the random lineax terms, axid so on. A line through the lower 
and upper quartiles is shown on each plot so that one caji judge the straightness of 
the points. It appears from the plots that the distributions for the predicted random 
intercept, lineax, and quadratic coefficents may be skewed right and the distribution for 
the predicted random cubic coefficient may be skewed left, but that a gross departure 
from normality does not appear to be present. 
Figure 4.5 is a normal probability plot of the residuals, e,-. The distribution appears 
to be heavy tailed but otherwise symmetric. 
The constant variance assumption of the residuals was checked by partitioning the 
residuals into six classes according to cumulative mileage. The classes were 0-200,000 
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Table 4.4 Vaxiance of residuals within cumulative mileage 
classes 
Cumulative mileage Sample variance Number of residuals 
0-200,000 186.35 1716 
200,000-400,000 201.10 1541 
400,000-600,000 239.33 1240 
600,000-800,000 185.56 583 
800,000-1,000,000 265.84 187 
1,000,000-1,200,000 253.26 77 
miles, 200,000-400,000 miles, and so on. The sample variance of the residuals within 
each class were computed and axe presented in Table 4.4 The variance of the residuals 
increases slightly for increasing cumulative mileage, but does not appear to present a 
problem. 
Incorporating pace into the mixed model zinalysis 
The variable pace, the average nimiber of miles a truck is driven, was introduced in 
Chapters 2 and 3 and was found to improve estimates of cumulative labor hours. In this 
section we incorporate pace as a covariate into the mixed model analysis. 
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The best model found using only orniulative mileage, f, as the explanatory variable 
was a fixed fourth order polynomial in t with a random third order polynomial in t. This 
model was called Model 430. We will incorporate pace into this model. The question 
now arises as to which design matrix, X,- or Z,- (or both), should contain the variable 
pace. It is not clear whether pace can be regarded as a random effect, but a good 
argument can be make for keeping pace in X,-, the fixed effect design matrix. 
1. If the fixed effect part of the model can be improved, the need for more random 
terms is reduced. 
2. If the model contains many random terms, the computer program which estimates 
the parameters of the model has diflBculty in converging to a solution. 
Thus, pace will be incorporated by interacting pace with every fixed effect term in 
Model 430. Let r=pace. The model for the z"' truck is 
Vi = ^0 + + 02^^ + 03^^ + 04^* (4.27) 
+05r + Pert + 07rf + 0srt^ + 
+7o,« + + 72,+ 73, 
Fitting the above model to the data gave a -2 log likelihood of 53440.71. Compared 
to a value of 53685.78 for the model without the five pace terms, there is a decrease of 
245.07 in -2 log likelihood. The .01 critical value of a distribution with 5 degrees of 
freedom is 15.09, so at least one of the five pace terms is significant. 
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Paxaxneter estimates for the fitted model are: 
12.08 
33.35 
25.65 
-2.843 
.1504 
-5.231 
7.695 
-11.45 
1.350 
-.06965 
B = U'U U = 
.2611 .2253 
1.622 
.1905 -.01037 
-.2710 .008729 
.2988 -.03288 
-.01138 
a = 18.41. 
We have also considered using cross-validation to choose a model. Using the same 
data splitting scheme as before, the average of the simi of the squared residuals was 
1701.81. This compares to a value of 1822.51 (Table 4.3) for the model without the 
pace terms. Introduction of pace appeaxs to have improved the predictive ability of the 
model. 
A perspective plot of the estimated mean surface is shown in Figure 4.6. A compari­
son with the loess mean svirface (incorporating pace) and the mixed model mean surface 
for the pace values 50,000, 100,000, 200,000 and 300,000 average miles per year is shown 
in Figure 4.7. The mixed model curves are the lighter curves. For the pace values 50,000 
and 100,000 the agreement between the curves is good for cumulative mileages less than 
800,000. Above 800,00 cimiulative miles, the mixed model curve is greater than the 
loess curve. At the pace value of 200,000 the loess estimated curve is greater than the 
mixed model curve for all cumulative mileages. The pace value of 300,000 represents an 
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Figure 4.6 Cumulative labor hours versus cumulative mileage and pace -
mixed model 
extreme extrapolation for the model, but the mixed model curve does exhibit a decrease 
in cumulative labor hours for cumulative mileage above 1,000,000 miles. 
Discussion and conclusion 
This chapter has considered the linear mixed model for estimating and predicting 
cumulative labor hoxirs. Some comparisons with the linear interpolation approach in 
Chapter 2 and loess in Chapter 3 can be made. 
1. The linear mixed model provides estimates of the overall mean growth curve and 
growth curves for individual trucks. 
2. Implementing the linear mixed model is more complicated than loess or the in­
terpolation method. The major problem are proper choices for the between unit 
model (the overall mean curve) and the within unit model (the individual growth 
curve). 
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Figure 4.7 Loess mean curve (darker curve) and mixed model mean curve. 
Pace values from upper left axe 50,000, 100,000, 200,000, and 
300,000 miles per year 
3. The linear mixed model allows one to extrapolate the estimated population mean 
curve and an individual's predicted growth curve. 
4. The computational algorithms for calculating paxameter estimates axid predictions 
are more numerically intensive than the other two procedures. However bootstrap 
methods to calculate standard errors were not needed as was the case for loess. 
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5 A COMPARISON OF METHODS USING 1994 DATA 
Introduction 
Three methods have been presented in previous chapters for the einaiysis of the truck 
maintenance data. A nonparametric interpolation method was presented in Chapter 
2. Locally weighted regression regression, or loess, was presented in Chapter 3. Lineax 
mixed models were used in Chapter 4. Estimation of parameters and model selection 
were performed using 1993 data in aJl three chapters. In this chapter we will use models 
fitted to 1993 data to predict results for 1994. The actual 1994 data wiU then be 
compared to the predicted results. 
Methods used 
The 1994 data set has 1305 units with a total of 6069 observations. Of the 1305 
units, there were 731 units which were still in service at the end of 1994. The cimiulative 
mileage and cumulative labor hours at the end of 1994 for these 731 units are the data 
to which the three data analysis methods wiU be applied. 
The comparison of the three methods was carried out by predicting the increase 
in cumulative labor hours in 1994 using information on the cumulative mileage at the 
end of 1993 ajid the actual mileage during 1994. Prediction errors were calculated 
as the observed increase in labor hours minus the predicted increase in labor hours. 
Performance of the three methods may then be compared using the average prediction 
error and the average squared prediction error. 
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Table 5.1 Average squared prediction error of the three methods 
Lineax interpolation Loess Mixed model 
Average prediction error 3.04 0.01 4.88 
Average squared prediction error 1319.77 1373.13 1124.22 
The models used in this comparison were the best models for the respective methods 
as determined in the earlier chapters. 
1. The linear interpolation method with stratification with respect to pace. The 
stratification scheme with 8 pace categories was used. The categories (in thousands 
of miles per year) were 0-30, 30-50, 50-90, 90-130, 130-170, 170-210, 210-230, > 230. 
2. Loess. A loess model incorporating pace ajid with specifications A = 1 and a = 
0.25 was used. Weights as determined in Chapter 3 were used to handle the 
nonconstant variance of the errors. 
3. Mixed Model. Model 430 with pace was used. 
Results for the three methods axe shown in Table 5.1. The mixed model had the 
highest average prediction error and the lowest average squared prediction error. Loess 
produced the smallest average prediction error. Average squared prediction error was 
similax for lineax interpolation and for loess. 
A further comparison of the three methods may be made by subdividing the 731 
observations according to pace or by subdividing the observations according to cmnu-
lative mileage at the end of 1994. Tables 5.2 and 5.3 show the results when the data 
are subdivided according to the stratification scheme used for the linear interpolation 
method. Table 5.2 shows that the mixed model had positive average prediction errors 
for all pace categories except the last one. Linear interpolation and loess had positive 
average prediction errors in the middle pace categories and negative average prediction 
errors in the lower and higher pace categories. Table 5.3 shows that the mixed model had 
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Table 5.2 Average prediction error of the three methods by pace 
Pace Nimiber of Linear Mixed 
(thousands of miles per year) observations interpolation Loess model 
0-30 9 -10.92 -3.27 7.92 
30-50 19 -10.57 -13.42 6.08 
50-90 168 4.18 3.39 10.30 
90-130 343 4.79 1.95 2.91 
130-170 104 3.98 -5.04 2.70 
170-210 82 -1.53 -3.46 4.13 
210-230 5 -17.71 -18.75 8.56 
>230 1 -25.90 -46.57 -11.27 
Table 5.3 Average squeired prediction error of the three methods by pace 
Pace Number of Linear Mixed 
(thousands of miles per year) observations interpolation Loess model 
0-30 9 688.28 467.24 398.72 
30-50 19 265.30 289.76 137.16 
50-90 168 975.17 1065.78 972.85 
90-130 343 1217.35 1268.64 1032.69 
130-170 104 2544.54 2662.81 2180.29 
170-210 82 1210.09 1147.46 848.57 
210-230 5 1520.90 1331.93 300.22 
>230 1 670.68 2168.57 127.16 
smaller average squared prediction errors than the other two methods in all pace cate­
gories. The mixed model performed especially well in the highest three pace categories. 
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 show the results when the data are subdivided according to cumu­
lative mileage at the end of 1994. The results of Table 5.4 for average prediction error 
do not reveal any discemable pattern except for the large average prediction errors in 
the 400,00-600,000 mile class produced by all three methods. Table 5.5 shows that the 
mixed model had the lowest average squared prediction errors for all cxmiulative mileage 
classes. 
Figures 5.3, 5.1, and 5.2 are plots of prediction errors versus cimiulative mileage for 
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Table 5.4 Average prediction error of the three methods by 1994 
cumulative mileage 
Cumulative Number of Linear Mixed 
mileage observations interpolation Loess model 
0-200,000 205 -3.49 -6.76 3.54 
200,000-400,000 146 0.59 1.09 2.81 
400,000-600,000 124 17.38 19.67 13.93 
600,000-800,000 199 0.63 -7.36 1.56 
800,000-1,000,000 50 9.61 3.70 6.62 
1,000,000-1,200,000 7 12.41 10.45 8.29 
Table 5.5 Average squared prediction error of the three methods 
by 1994 cimiulative mileage 
Cumulative Number of Linear Mixed 
mileage observations interpolation Loess model 
0-200,000 205 460.89 468.98 448.93 
200,000-400,000 146 1454.73 1403.78 717.76 
400,000-600,000 124 1920.91 1965.92 1912.03 
600,000-800,000 199 1583.86 1779.20 1459.52 
800,000-1,000,000 50 2054.50 2060.96 1932.62 
1,000,000-1,200,000 7 252.97 254.47 105.24 
the three methods. For aU three methods there was a set of five similar trucks that 
produced unusually large positive residuals. These trucks had 1994 cumulative mileages 
between 730,000 and 810,000 miles. AU five were classified in the 130,000-170,000 average 
miles per year pace category, travelled approximately 80,000 miles in 1994, and required 
200-250 labor hours for 1994. Although the data for these trucks do not appear to 
be in error, it is noteworthy that removing them produces average squared prediction 
errors in the 130,000-170,000 pace category of 1555.92, 1908.96, and 1325.75 for linear 
interpolation, loess, and the mixed model, respectively (compare with Table 5.3, 130-170 
pace class). 
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Figure 5.1 Prediction errors versus cumulative mileage - lineaj interpolation 
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Figure 5.2 Prediction errors versus cumulative mileage - loess 
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Figtire 5.3 Prediction errors versus cumulative mileage - mixed model 
Conclusion 
The application of the three methods to the 1994 data shows that the mixed model 
generally outperforms the other two methods when average squaxed prediction error is 
the criterion used to compare the methods. Lineax interpolation and loess are better 
when average prediction error is the criterion used for comparison. The small improve­
ment in average squared prediction error gained by using the mixed model is partially 
offset by its computational demands. Also, a new model must be fitted at the end of each 
year when new data become available. Loess is also computationally intensive although 
it is available on S-Plus. The computational simplicity of the linear interpolation method 
is very appealing, especially if the method is adopted by a business. As noted in Chapter 
2, the linear interpolation method can be implemented in a spreadsheet program or in 
SAS using data statements and PROC MEANS. 
As noted in Chapter 1, the trucking firm has several maintenance terminals located 
across the United States. Maintenance for a given truck is generally performed at the 
same terminal for the duration of the lease. An analysis comparing the performance of 
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the maintenance terminals can be done by classifying the trucks according to mainte­
nance terminal. 
Strategies for improving the accuracy and variance of the predictions is a topic for 
future research. One possible strategy is to delete older data from the data set. Improve­
ments in the construction of trucks ajid in maintenance techniques are not reflected in 
the older data. Some trucks have been removed from service prior to 1993, so the entire 
history of these trucks might be deleted. Trucks stiU in service at the end of 1993 could 
have part of their early history deleted. 
Another strategy for improving predictions applies only to the mixed model. Using 
the mixed model to predict a future observation for an individual is an extrapolation of 
that individual's growth curve. In a longitudinal study with irregidar inspection times 
it is possible that this same future observation is not an extrapolation for the overall 
mean curve. The usual approach for predicting the future observation is to simply use 
the individual's growth curve. Improvements in prediction could result if this prediction 
were "shnmk" toward the overall mean curve. Assuming this is the case, the appropriate 
amoimt of shrinkage needed would be a topic for future research. 
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APPENDIX A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR 
INTERPOLATION 
This is a Fortran program for computing estimated increases in cumulative labor 
hours over 50,000 mile intervals. 
c 
c This program computes the estimated increase over 50000 mile 
c intervals 
c 
integer nobs (5000) .milecat (5000) 
integer ns,nt,ii,milec,unit 
real y(lOOOO) ,t(10000) ,res(12) ,pred(12) 
character*32 datafil,filnam 
common ns, nobs, y, t, nt, milecat,milec 
ns=0 
nt=0 
ii=l 
write(*,*)'enter the name of data for interpolation sdg' 
read(*,' (a)')datafil 
open(l ,f ile=dataf il, status=' old') 
read(1,*)ncv,ntvcv 
do 5 i=l,10000 
y(i)=0.0 
t(i)=0.0 
5 continue 
10 continue 
read(l,*,end=21) nobs(ii),milecat(ii),(res(i),i=l,nobs(ii)) 
read(l,*,end=21) (pred(i),i=l,nobs(ii)) 
do 20 i=l,nobs(ii) 
t(nt+i+l)=res(i) 
y(nt+i+l)=pred(i) 
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20 continue 
nt=nt+nobs(ii)+l 
ns=ns+l 
ii=ii+l 
go to 10 
21 continue 
jj=l 
write(*,*)'enter the naune of the output file' 
read(*,' (a)')filnam 
open (2, f ile=f ilnam, st atus=' new') 
do 35 jj=l,24 
x2-.5*j j 
xl=x2-.5 
do 30 i=l,10 
niilec=i 
call interpolate(xl,x2,pdnd,pl,plsq,p2,p2sq,plp2,j) 
c write(2,*)unit ,xl,x2,pdnd 
c write(2,*)p2sq,plsq,p2,pl,plp2, j 
if (j.gt.l) then 
call stderr(s,pl,plsq,p2,p2sq,plp2,j) 
else 
s=0 
endif 
write(2,50)milec,xl,x2,pdnd,s 
50 format(lx,i4,3x,4gll.4) 
30 continue 
35 continue 
stop 
end 
c 
c 
c 
subrout ine interpolate(xl,x2,pdnd,p1,pIsq, p2,p2sq,plp2,j) 
integer nt,j,ns,nip,milec 
integer nobs(5000).milecat(5000) 
real y(lOOOO) ,t(10000) 
common ns,nobs,y,t,nt,milecat,milec 
nlp=0 
pdnd=0 
j=o 
pl=0 
p2=0 
plsq=0 
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p2sq=0 
plp2=0 
do 1000 ii=l,ns 
k=iiobs(ii) 
if (milecat(ii) .ne.milec) goto 2500 
do 2000 i=l,k 
n.l=ixlp+i 
n2=iilp+i+l 
if (t(nl) .le.x2 .and. x2.1e.t(ix2)) then 
a=(((y(n2)-y(nl))*(x2-t(nl)) ) / (t (n2)-t(nl)))+y(nl) 
p2=p2+a 
p2sq=p2sq+(a**2) 
j=j+l 
do 3000 1=1,k 
nil=nlp+l 
m2=nlp+l+l 
if (t(nil) .le.xl .and. xl.le.t(m2)) then 
b=(((y(m2)-y(ml))*(xl-t(ml)) ) / (t (m2)-t(ml)))+y(ml) 
pl=pl+b 
plsq=plsq+(b**2) 
plp2=plp2+(a*b) 
goto 2500 
endif 
3000 continue 
endif 
continue 
nlp=nlp+nobs(ii)+1 
continue 
if (j.ne.O) then 
pdnd=(p2/j)-(p1/j) 
else 
pdnd=0.0 
endif 
return 
end 
c 
c 
subrout ine stderr(s,p1,p1sq,p2,p2sq,plp2,j) 
ssp2=p2sq-((p2**2)/j) 
sspl=plsq-((pl**2)/j) 
s splp2=plp2-((pl*p2)/j) 
var=(ssp2+sspl-(2*ssplp2))/(j-1) 
if (vaLr.le.O) then 
2000 
2500 
1000 
var=0.0 
endif 
write(2,*)vax 
s=sqrt(var/j) 
return 
end 
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APPENDIX B S-PLUS COMMANDS FOR M-PLOT 
These axe the S-Plus commaxids used to generate an M-plot. The truck data were 
stored in the S-Plus file cot93. 
Commands for generating data for M-plot 
using h=0.05 
attach(cot93) 
cot.m.05<-loess(Clhour ' Ltdmile, cot93, weights=wts, 
degree=l, span=0.05) 
M<-list() [Mean squared error] 
B<-list() [Bias] 
V<-list() [contribution of variance 
i.e. equivalent number of 
paursuneters] 
> cot.m.05 
Call: 
loess(formula = Clhour " Ltdmile, data = cot93, 
weights = wts, span = 0.05, degree = 1) 
Number of Observations: 5344 
Equivalent Number of Parameters: 37.1 
Residual Standard Error: 
Multiple R-squaired: 
104.2 
0.5 
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Residuails: 
min 1st Q median 3rd Q max 
-392.5 -45.69 -4.828 37.37 574.3 
[so, sigma_h,~2 is 104.1577**2 or 10848.83] 
cot.m.05$inference$s = Residual Stauidard Error 
cot .m.05$sxirface$enp = Equivalent Number of 
Parameters 
for(i in seq(16)){ 
s<-(i*.05) 
print(s) 
cot.m.05<-loess(ClIiour ~ Ltdmile, cot93, 
weights=wts, degree=l, spaji=s) 
RSE<-cot.m.05$inference$s 
enp<-cot.m.05$surface$enp 
sse<-sum((residuals(cot. m. 05)*sqrt(wts))**2) 
b<-(sse/10848.83)-(sse/(RSE**2)) 
M3[[i]]<-b+enp 
V3[[i]]<-enp 
} 
Commands for generating an M-plot with 
Ltdmile and Milerate as the explainatory 
variables. 
cot.m.05<-loess(Clhour " Ltdmile*Milerate, cot93, 
weights=wts.pace, degree=l, spein=0.05) 
Ml<-list() [Mean squared error] 
Bl<-list() [Bias] 
Vl<-list() [contribution of variance 
i.e. equivalent number of 
pairameters] 
cot.m.05 
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Call: 
loess(formula = Clhour " Ltdmile * Milerate, 
data = cot93, weights = wts.pace, 
span = 0.05, degree = 1) 
Number of Observations: 5344 
Equivalent Number of Paurameters: 44.4 
Residual Standard Error: 87.58 
Multiple R-squared: 0.64 
Residuals: 
min 1st Q median 3rd Q max 
-370.7 -41.86 -5.22 32.84 547.1 
[so, sigma_h~2 is 87.58174**2 or 7670.561181] 
MlCCi]]<-b+equivalent number of paraimeters 
VIC[i]]<-equivalent number of parameters 
cot.m.05$inference$s = Residual Standsord Error 
cot.m.05$surface$enp = Equivalent Number of 
Parsuaeters 
for(i in seq(16))-C 
s<-(i*.05) 
print(s) 
cot.m.05<-loess(Clhour " Ltdmile*Milerate, cot93, 
weights=wts.pace, degree=l, span=s) 
RSE<-cot.m.05$inference$s 
enp<-cot.m.05$surface$enp 
sse<-sum((residuals(cot.m.05)*sqrt(wts.pace))**2) 
b<-(sse/7670.561181)-(sse/(RSE**2)) 
Ml[[i]]<-b+enp 
Vl[[i]]<-enp 
} 
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APPENDIX C FORTRAN SUBROUTINES - MIXED 
MODEL 
The author wishes to thank Dr. Richard H. Jones of the Department of Preventive 
Medicine and Biometrics, School of Medicine, University of Colorado, for providing 
the original version of a FORTRAN program for fitting a linear mixed model with 
polynomial growth curves. The original program has mainly been altered by the addition 
of the subroutines corr, random, and predict. These subroutines are detailed in this 
appendix. Other subroutines in the program may be found in Longitudinal Data with 
Serial Correlation: A States-pace Approach by R.H. Jones [14]. The complete program 
used in this thesis may be obtained by contacting the author at kirchoff@mnr.edu. 
c NQ, number of random effects 
c NOD, number of distinct elements in raindom effects covaxiance matrix 
c 1 < NOD < MQ*(NQ+l)/2. These elements are entered as the upper 
c triangular factorization of the covaxiance matrix, 
c NR, maximum number of nonlineax parameters, 
c MODEL(1)+MODEL(2)+MODEL(3)+NOD 
c NCV, number of covaariates or grouping variables, constant for each 
c subj ect. 
c NTVCV, number of covauriates that vary within each subject's data 
c NLP, number of linear pairameters 
c ND must be at least NLP+1 
c NS, number of subjects 
c NMAX, msLximum number of observations 
c 
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The corr subroutine ceilculates predicted values of the random effects, 7,-. 
subroutine corr(np,p,beta,like,rxy,randeff) 
parameter (nr=21 ,nlpmax=24,nd=nlpmax+l ,ncvmax=5,nsm2uc=2000) 
paraoueter (nqmax=5 ,nodmax=15 ,nm2ix=10000 ,nomax=50 ,maxar=5 ,maxma=4) 
parameter (maLXVxy=nomajc+nlpmax+2+nqmax,nsnqmauc=nqmax*nsmauc) 
real y(nmax) ,t(nmax) ,cv(ncvmax,nsmax) ,p(np) ,beta(nlp) 
real u(nqmax,nqmaix) ,tvcv(ncvm2UC,nmaLx) 
double precision x(nomaix,nlpmax) ,z(nom2uc,nqmax) 
double precision xbeta(nomax) ,zb(nomeuc,nqmaz) ,rdmeff (nqmax) 
double precision zu(nomax,nqmax) ,yy(nomax,nomax) ,pma(maixma) 
double precision psCmaxau:) ,mse,xx(nd,nd) ,V2ur 
double precision like,vxy(nomax,maxvxy),det,sse 
double precision rxy(nomax,maxvxy) 
double precision randeff(nsnqmax) 
complex*16 r(maxar) ,res(maxar) ,bl,b2,w(nomax,nomax) ,varc 
integer nobs(nsmatx) ,nxcv(ncvmaLx) ,in(nodmax,2) ,model(3) ,reml 
integer unitCnsmsix) 
common /xrans/ nq,nip,ns,xx,model,y,sse,nt,t,nobs,nod,in, 
+CV, nxcv, nx, ncv, nt vcv, t vcv, reml, unit 
c 
c np —> the number of nonlinear parameters 
c p —> vector of nonlineaar parameters 
c beta —> estimates of fixed coefficients 
c like <— value of -21og likelihood 
c rxy <— total estimated error covariaince matrix for subject i 
c raindeff <— predicted values of random coefficients 
c 
c calculate roots of ax chaxacteristic equation 
c 
nar=model(l) 
nma=model(2) 
nlpl=nlp+l 
write(*,2000)(p(i),i=l,np) 
2000 formate p(i) ',5gl4.6) 
if (nair.gt .0)then 
do 1 i=l,nar 
ps(i)=p(i) 
1 continue 
call roots(neur,ps,r) 
c 
C calculate denominators for covaoriajice function 
c 
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do 100 j=l,nar 
res(j)=-2*real(r(j)) 
do 90 k=l,nar 
if (k. ne. j ) res (j ) =res (j ) * (r (k) -r (j ) ) * (dconj g (r (k) ) +r 
90 continue 
100 continue 
if (nma. gt. 0 ) then 
call unmaCnar,nma,p,pma) 
endif 
endif 
ncvx=nx 
ncvt ot=ncv+ntvcv 
if (ncvtot.gt.O) then 
do 241 i=l,ncvtot 
ncvx=ncvx+nxcv(i) 
241 continue 
endif 
do 232 i=l,ncvx+l 
do 231 j=l,ncvx+l 
xx(i,j)=0.0 
231 continue 
232 continue 
if(nod.gt.0)then 
do 25 i=l,nq 
do 23 j=l,nq 
u(i,j)=0.0 
23 continue 
25 continue 
do 30 i=l,nod 
u(in(i, 1) ,in(i,2))=p(n2Lr+nma+model(3)+i) 
30 continue 
write(2,31) 
31 format(/' U matrix') 
do 33 i=l, nod 
write(2,32)in(i,l),in(i,2),u(in(i,l),in(i,2)) 
32 format(Ix,'u(',il',' ,il,') = ',gl5.8) 
33 continue 
endif 
nt=0 
det=0.0 
Start subject loop 
do 3000 ii=l,ns 
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c 
c Call for design matrices 
c 
call xmatr ix ( i i, nx, t, nt, ncv, nxcv, cv, nt vcv, t vcv, nobs, 
c X matrix for subject 1 
If (ii.eq.l)th.en 
write(2,600) 
600 formate/' X matrix for subject 1 —corr') 
do 628 i=l,nobs(ii) 
write(2,627)(x(i,j),j=l,ncvx) 
627 format(lx,7gll.4) 
628 continue 
endif 
if (nod.gt.O) then 
call zmatrix(ii,t,nt,nobs,nq,z) 
c 
c Z matrix for subject 1 
If (ii.eq.l. and. nod.gt.O) then 
write (2,26) 
26 formate/' Z matrix for subject 1 —corr') 
do 28 i=l,nobs(ii) 
write(2,27)(z(i,j),j=l,nq) 
27 format(lx,7gll.4) 
28 continue 
endif 
c 
c 
c calculate zu' 
c 
do 50 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 40 j=l,nq 
zu(i,j)=0.0 
do 35 k=j,nq 
zu(i,j)=zu(i,j)+z(i,k)*u(j,k) 
35 continue 
40 continue 
50 continue 
C 
c calculate error covariance matrix due to random effects 
c 
do 80 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 70 j=i,nobs(ii) 
yy(i,j)=0.0 
do 60 k=l,nq 
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yyCi, j)=yy(i,j)+2ra(i,k)*zu(j ,k) 
60 continue 
yy(j.i)=yy(i»j) 
70 continue 
80 continue 
endif 
C 
c calculate within subject error correlation matrix 
c 
if (naor.gt.O) then 
c 
c First calculate process vauriance to normalize covarieince matrix 
c the mean square error, mse, estimates the within subject variance 
c 
1050 
1070 
1080 
c 
c Now calculate covarieinces amd normalize to correlations 
c 
do 120 i=l,nobs(ii) 
vxy(i,i)=1.0d0 
if(ii.eq.l)then 
rxy(i,i)=vxy(i,i) 
endif 
if (i+l.le.nobs(ii))then 
do 110 j=i+l,nobs(ii) 
t ime=t(j +nt)-t(i+nt) 
varc=(0.OdO,0.OdO) 
if (nma. eq. 0 ) then 
do 1050 k=l,nar 
varc=varc+l.OdO/res (k) 
continue 
else 
do 1080 k=l,nar 
bl=(1.0d0,0.0d0) 
b2=(l.0d0,0.0d0) 
isign=l 
do 1070 1=1,nma 
isign=-isign 
bl=bl + pma(l)*r(k)**l 
b2=b2+i s ign*pma(l)*r(k)**l 
continue 
varc=varc+bl*b2/res(k) 
continue 
endif 
var=varc 
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vv(i,j)=(O.OdO,O.OdO) 
if(nma.eq.0)then 
do 105 k=l,nar 
w ( i, j ) =w ( i, j ) +cdexp (r (k) *t ime) / res (k) 
105 continue 
else 
do 108 k=l,neir 
bl=(1.0d0,0.0d0) 
b2=(1.0d0,0.0d0) 
isign=l 
do 107 1=1,nma 
isign=-isign 
bl=bl + pma(l)*r(k)**l 
b2=b2+isign*pma(l)*r(k)**l 
107 continue 
w (i, j ) =w ( i, j ) +b l*b2»cdexp (r (k) *t ime) /res (k) 
108 continue 
endif 
vxy (i, j ) =w(i, j )/var 
vxyCj ,i)=vxy(i,j) 
if(ii.6q.l)then 
rxy(i,j)=vxy(i,j) 
rxy(j ,i)=vxy(j ,i) 
endif 
110 continue 
endif 
if(model(3).eq.l)vxy(i,i)=vxy(i,i)+p(nar+nma+l)**2 
120 continue 
else 
do 125 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 123 j=l,nobs(ii) 
vxy(i,j)=0.0 
123 continue 
vxy(i,i)=1.0 
125 continue 
endif 
calculate total error covaxiance matrix 
if (nod.gt.0)then 
do 140 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 130 j=l,nobs(ii) 
^y(i.j)=vxy(i,j)+yy(i,j) 
if(ii.eq.l)then 
89 
rxy(i,j)=vxy(i,j) 
endif 
130 continue 
140 continue 
endif 
C 
c augment V by X 
c 
do 410 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 411 j=l,ncvx 
vxy(i,nobs(ii)+j)=x(i,j) 
411 continue 
410 continue 
c augment covariatnce eind design matrices by observed data 
c 
do 260 i=l,nobs(ii) 
vxy(i,nobs(ii)+nlpl)=y(nt+i) 
260 continue 
c 
c 
if(ii.eq.l.and.nod.gt.O) then 
write(2,270) 
270 format(/' VXY for subject 1 matrix from corr') 
do 271 i=l,nobs(ii) 
write(2,272) (vxy(i, j) , j=l,nobs(ii)+nlpl+l) 
272 format (lx,7gl 1.4) 
271 continue 
endif 
c 
c calculate estimates of random effects 
c 
If(nod.gt.0)then 
c augment matrix with residuals 
do 250 i=l,nobs(ii) 
xbeta(i)=0.0 
do 251 j=nobs(ii)+l,nobs(ii)+ncvx 
k=j-nobs(ii) 
xbeta(i)=xbeta(i) + (vxy(i, j ) *beta(k) ) 
251 continue 
vxy(i,nobs(ii)+nlpl+l)=y(nt+i)-xbeta(i) 
250 continue 
c 
c calculate ZB and then augment matrix 
90 
c 
do 89 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 91 j=l,nq 
zb(i,j)=0,0 
do 92 k=l,nq 
2b(i,j)=2b(i,j)+(zu(i,k)*u(k,j)) 
92 continue 
vxy(i,nobs(ii)+nlpl+l+j)=zb(i,j) 
91 continue 
89 continue 
call f actor (vxy,nobs (ii) ,nomax,nobs(ii)+ncvx+2+nq,ier) 
c 
c calculate estimates of random coefficients 
c 
do 95 j=l,nq 
rdmeff(j)=0.0 
do 96 k=l,nobs(ii) 
rdmeff (j ) =rdmef f (j )+(vxy (k, nobs ( ii ) +nlpl+1) * 
1vxy(k,nobs(ii)+nlpl+l+j)) 
96 continue 
95 continue 
c 
c store values of random effects 
c 
do 400 i=l,nq 
randeff(i+(nq*(ii-1)))=rdmeff(i) 
400 continue 
endif 
c 
c calculate and sum In of |vi| for likelihood 
c 
0 if(nod.gt.O) goto 98 
call f actor (vxy,nobs (ii) ,nomax,nobs(ii)+ncvx+l,ier) 
98 do 280 i=l,nobs(ii) 
det=det+dlog(vxy(i,i)**2) 
280 continue 
C 
c sum x'vx matrices for likelihood 
c 
do 310 i=l,ncvx+l 
do 300 j=i,ncvx+l 
do 290 k=l,nobs(ii) 
xx(i, j)=xx(i,j )+vxy(k, nobs (ii)+i)*vxy(k, nobs (ii)+j) 
290 continue 
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300 continue 
310 continue 
nt=nt+nobs(ii) 
3000 continue 
c 
c calculate estimates of regression coefficients 
c 
call factor(xx,ncvx,nd,ncvx+l,ier) 
sse=xx(ncvx+l,ncvx+l) 
do 311 i=l,ncvx 
sse=sse-xx(i,ncvx+l)**2 
if(reml.eq.l)then det=det+dlog(xx(i,i)**2) 
311 continue 
if(reml.eq.1)nt=nt-nlp 
mse=sse/nt 
like=nt#dlog(mse)+det+nt»2.837877067d0 
write(*,4000)like 
4000 format(' -2 In likelihood= ',fl2.3) 
return 
end 
c 
c 
The random subroutine calculates standaxd errors of the predicted random coeflS-
cients by inverting the mixed model equations as given by Harville [13]. 
c 
c 
subroutine raindomCnp,p,xvx,randeff) 
parameter (nr=21,nlpmax=24,nd=nlpmax+l,ncvmax=5,nsmai=2000) 
parameter (nqmax=5, nodmax=15 ,nmax=10000, nomai=50, maxar=5 ,mEixma=4) 
paraunet er (maxvxy=nomaLX+nlpmax+l, nqlpm=nqmax*nlpmax) 
parameter (ncnq=nomax+nlpmax+nqmax,nsnqmax=nsmax*nqmax) 
real y(nmax) ,t(nmax) ,cv(ncvmax,nsmax) ,p(np) ,tvcv(ncvmax,iuii2ix) 
double precision z(nomax,nqmax),u(nqmax,nqmax) 
double precision b(nqmax,nqmax),x(nomax,nlpmax) 
double precision zu(nomax,nqmax) ,yy(nomax,nomax) ,pma(ma^a) 
double precision psCmaixaur) ,mse,xx(nd,nd) ,var 
double precision like,vxy(nomax,ncnq),det,sse 
double precision zb(nomax,nqmeLx) ,xvzb(nlpmax,nqmaix) 
double precision bzvzb(nqmax,nqmax),mm2(nlpma2,nqmajc) 
double precision mm4(nqmaLX,nqmax) ,stdv(nqlpm) 
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double precision xvx(nlpmax, nlpmaix) , randeff (nsnqmax) 
complex* 16 r(maxzir) ,res(maxatr) ,bl,b2,w(nomeix,nomax) .varc 
integer nobs(nsmax) ,nxcv(ncvmeix) ,in(nodmax,2) .model(3) ,reml 
integer unit(nsmax) 
common /xrans/ nq,nip,ns,xx,model,y,sse,nt,t,nobs,nod,in, 
+CV, nxcv, nx, ncv, nt vcv, t vcv, reml, unit 
np —> the number of nonlinear parameters 
p —> vector of nonlinear paurameters 
xvx —> the matrix X'V(inv)X summed over all subjects 
ramdeff <— predicted values of rauidom coefficients 
calculate roots of ar characteristic equation 
nsur=model(l) 
nma=model(2) 
nlpl=nlp+l 
write(*,2000)(p(i),i=l,np) 
2000 formate p(i) ',5gl4.6) 
if(nar.gt.0)then 
do 1 i=l,nar 
ps(i)=p(i) 
1 continue 
call roots(naLr,ps,r) 
calculate denominators for covariam.ce function 
do 100 j=l,nar 
res(j)=-2*real(r(j)) 
do 90 k=l,naur 
if (k. ne. j ) res (j) =res (j ) * (r (k) -r (j ) ) * (dconj g (r (k) ) +r 
90 continue 
100 continue 
if(nma. gt.0)then 
call unma(naur,nma,p,pma) 
endif 
endif 
ncvx=nx 
ncvtot=ncv+ntvcv 
if (ncvtot.gt.0) then 
do 241 i=l,ncvtot 
ncvx=ncvx+nxcv(i) 
241 continue 
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endif 
if(nod.gt.O)then 
do 25 i=l,nq 
do 23 j=l,nq 
u(i,j)=0.0 
23 continue 
25 continue 
do 30 i=l,nod 
u(in(i, 1) ,in(i,2))=p(nar+nma+model(3)+i) 
30 continue 
endif 
nts=nt 
nt=0 
mse=sse/nts 
rmse=sqrt(mse) 
c 
c construct B matrix 
c 
do 31 i=l,nq 
do 32 j=l,nq 
b(i,j)=0.0 
do 33 k=l,nq 
b(i,j)=b(i,j)+u(k,i)*u(k,j) 
33 continue 
32 continue 
31 continue 
write(2,34) 
34 format(2x,'Subject Unit Est. raindom effect Standaird error') 
c 
c start subject loop 
c 
do 3000 ii=l,ns 
c 
c Call for design matrices 
c 
call xmatr ix (ii, nx, t, nt, ncv, nxcv, cv, nt vcv, t vcv, nobs, x) 
c X matrix for subject 1 
If (ii.eq.l)th.en 
write(2,600) 
600 format(/' X matrix for subject 1 —random') 
do 628 i=l,nobs(ii) 
write(2,627) (x(i, j) ,j=l,ncvx) 
627 fomiatdx.Tgll .4) 
628 continue 
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endif 
if (nod.gt.O) then 
call zmatrix(ii,t,nt,nobs,nq,2) 
Z matrix for subject 1 
If (ii. eq. 1. and. nod. gt. 0) then 
write(2,26) 
26 formate/' Z matrix for subject 1 —random') 
do 28 i=l,nobs(ii) 
write(2,27)(z(i,j),j=l.nq) 
27 format(lx,7gll.4) 
28 continue 
endif 
calculate zu' 
do 50 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 40 j=l,nq 
zu(i,j)=0.0 
do 35 k=j,nq 
zu(i,j)=zu(i, j)+z(i,k)*u(j ,k) 
35 continue 
40 continue 
50 continue 
calculate error covauriance matrix due to random effects 
do 80 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 70 j=i,nobs(ii) 
yy(i,j)=0.0 
do 60 k=l,nq 
yy(i, j)=yy(i. j)+zu(i,k)*zu(j ,k) 
60 continue 
yyCj.i)=yy(i.j) 
70 continue 
80 continue 
calculate ZB matrix 
do 91 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 92 j=l,nq 
95 
zb(i,j)=0.0 
do 93 k=l,nq 
zb(i,j)=zb(i,j)+z(i.k)*b(k,j) 
93 continue 
92 continue 
91 continue 
endif 
if (nar.gt.O) then 
: First calculate process variamce to normalize covariamce matrix 
: the mean square error, mse, estimates the within subject veuriance 
v£Lrc= (0. OdO, 0. OdO) 
if(nma.eq.0)then 
do 1050 k=l,nax 
v2Lrc=varc+1. OdO/res (k) 
1050 continue 
else 
do 1080 k=l,naLr 
bl=(1.0d0,0.0d0) 
b2=(1.0d0,0.0d0) 
isign=l 
do 1070 1=1,nma 
isign=-isign 
bl=bl + pma(l)*r(k)**l 
b2=b2+isign*pma(l) *r (k) **1 
1070 continue 
varc=varc+b1*b2/res (k) 
1080 continue 
endif 
var=veirc 
Now calculate covarian.ces and normalize to correlations 
do 120 i=l,nobs(ii) 
vxy(i,i)=1.0d0 
if(i+1.le.nobs(ii))then 
do 110 j=i+l,nobs(ii) 
t ime=t ( j +nt) -1 ( i+nt) 
w(i,j) = (0.0d0,0.0d0) 
if(nma. eq.0)then 
do 105 k=l,nar 
vv(i, j)=w(i, j)+cdexp(r(k)*time)/res(k) 
105 continue 
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else 
do 108 k=l,nax 
bl=(1.0d0,0.0d0) 
b2=(1.0d0,0.0d0) 
isign=l 
do 107 1=1,nma 
isigii=-isigii 
bl=bl + pma(l)*r(k)**l 
b2=b2+isign.*pma(l) *r(k) **1 
107 continue 
w ( i, j ) =w ( i, j ) +b l*b2*cdexp (r (k) *t ime) /res (k) 
108 continue 
endif 
vxy (i, j ) =w(i, j ) /var 
vxy(j ,i)=vxy(i, j) 
110 continue 
endif 
if (model (3) . eq. 1) vxy (i, i) =vxy (i, i) +p (nar+iuna+1) **2 
120 continue 
else 
do 125 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 123 j=l,nobs(ii) 
vxy(i,j)=0.0 
123 continue 
vxy(i,i)=1.0 
125 continue 
endif 
calculate totaJ. error covauriaince matrix 
if(nod.gt.0)then 
do 140 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 130 j=l,nobs(ii) 
vxy(i,j)=vxy(i,j)+yy(i,j) 
130 continue 
140 continue 
endif 
augment V by X and ZB 
do 400 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 401 j=l,ncvx 
vxy(i,nobs(ii)+j)=x(i,j) 
401 continue 
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400 continue 
do 410 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 411 j=l,nq 
vxy (i,nobs(ii)+ncvx+j)=zb(i,j) 
411 continue 
410 continue 
c 
c factor V 
c 
call factor(vxy,nobs(ii) ,nomax,nobs(ii)+ncvx+nq,ier) 
c 
c calculate X'V(inv)ZB, BZ'V(inv)ZB 
c 
do 420 i=l,ncvx 
do 421 j=l,nq 
xvzb(i,j)=0.0 
do 422 k=l,nobs(ii) 
xvzb(i, j) =xvzb(i,j)+vxy(k,nobs(ii)+i)* 
1vxy(k,nobs(ii)+ncvx+j) 
422 continue 
421 continue 
420 continue 
do 430 i=l,nq 
do 431 j=l,nq 
bzvzbCi,j)=0.0 
do 432 k=l,nobs(ii) 
bzvzb(i,j)=bzvzb(i,j)+vxy(k,nobs(ii)+ncvx+i)* 
Ivxy (k, nobs ( ii) +ncvx+j ) 
432 continue 
431 continue 
430 continue 
c 
c calculate upper right quadrant of inverted coefficient matrix 
c of mixed model equations 
c 
do 440 i=l,ncvx 
do 441 j=l,nq 
mm2(i,j)=0.0 
do 442 k=l,ncvx 
mm2(i, j)=inm2(i, j) + (-xvx(i,k) *xvzb(k, j)) 
442 continue 
441 continue 
440 continue 
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c calculate lower right quadrant of inverted coefficient matrix 
c of mixed model equations 
c 
do 450 i=l,nq 
do 451 j=l,nq 
mm4(i, j)=b(i, j)-bzvzb(i,j) 
do 452 k=l,ncvx 
mm4 ( i, j ) =mm4 ( i, j ) - (xvzb (k, i ) *mm2 (k, j ) ) 
452 continue 
451 continue 
450 continue 
c 
c calculate stemdeurd errors of fixed and random effects 
c 
do 500 i=l,ncvx 
do 501 j=l,ncvx 
s t dv ( i ) =rms e* sqrt (xvx ( i, i ) ) 
501 continue 
500 continue 
do 510 i=l,nq 
do 511 j=l,nq 
stdv(ncvx+i)=rmse*sqrt (mm4(i, i) ) 
511 continue 
510 continue 
c 
c write estimates and stzmdard errors of random effects 
c 
do 530 i=l,nq 
write(2,540)ii,unit(ii) .randeff (i+(nq*(ii-l))) ,stdv(ncvx+i) 
540 format (2x,i5,2x,i7,7x,7gll.4,7x,7gll.4) 
530 continue 
nt=nt+nobs(ii) 
3000 continue 
return 
end 
c 
c 
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The predict subroutine calculates predicted responses and their estimated standard 
errors at the observed time points. 
c 
c 
subrout ine predict (np, p, xvx, beta, randeff) 
paarameter (nr=21 ,nlpmax=24,nd=nlpmaLX+l ,ncvmax=5,nsmax=2000) 
pairameter (nqmax=5, nodmaLX=15, nmax=10000, noma:x=50, meixar=5,maxma=4) 
parameter (maixvxy=nomeLX+nlpmax+l ,nsnqiflax=nsmax*nqmax) 
paramet er (ncnq=nomax+nlpm2UC+nqmax, nqlpm=nqmax*nlpinax) 
real yCnmair) ,t(nm2uc) .cvCncvmauc.nsmax) ,p(np) ,beta(nlpmeuc) 
reaJ. tvcvCncvmax.nmax) 
double precision z(nomax,nqmax) ,u(nqmeLX,nqmax) 
double precision b(nqmaix,nqniax) ,x(nomax,nlpm2ix) 
double precision zu(nomax,nqm2ix) .yyCnomax.nomaix) ,pma(maxma) 
double precision psCmaLxaur) ,mse,xx(nd,nd) ,var 
double precision like,vxy(nomax,ncnq),det,sse 
double precision zb(nomax,nqmax) ,xvzb(nlpmax,nqmax) 
double precision bzvzb(nqmax,nqmaa) ,mm2(nlpm2uc,nqmax) 
double precision mm4(nqniax,nqmaix) ,stdv(nqlpm) 
double precision xvx(nlpinax,nlpmax) 
double precision randeff (nsnqmaix) 
double precision tauCnomaix) , vr(nomsLx) ,xmz(nomax) 
double precision zmz(nomax) .stdepCnomeix) 
complex*16 r(maxar) ,res(iuaxear) ,bl ,b2, w(noiii£LX,nomax) ,varc 
integer nobs(nsmax) ,nxcv(ncvniai) ,in(nodmax,2) .model(3) ,reml 
integer unit(nsmeix) 
common /xreins/ nq,nip,ns,xx,model,y,sse,nt,t,nobs,nod,in, 
+CV, nxcv, nx, ncv, ntvcv, t vcv, r eml, unit 
c 
c 
c np —> the number of nonlinear parameters 
c p —> vector of nonlinear peurameters 
c xvx —> the matrix X'V(inv)X summed over all subjects 
c beta —> estimated of fixed coefficients 
c ramdeff <— predicted values of random coefficients 
c 
c 
c calculate roots of ar characteristic equation 
c 
nar=model(l) 
iuna=model(2) 
100 
Illpl=Illp+l 
write(*,2000) (p(i) ,i=l,iip) 
2000 fonnatC' p(i) ',5gl4.6) 
if (nar.gt .0)theii 
do 1 i=l,iiar 
ps(i)=p(i) 
1 continue 
call roots(nar,ps,r) 
c 
C calculate denominators for covariauice function 
c 
do 100 j=l,nar 
res (j ) =-2*reaLl (r (j ) ) 
do 90 k=l,nar 
if(k.ne.j)res(j)=res(j)*(r(k)-r(j ) ) *(dconj g(r(k))+r 
90 continue 
100 continue 
if(nma.gt.0)then 
call unmaCnar,nma,p,pma) 
endif 
endif 
ncvx=nx 
ncvtot=ncv+ntvcv 
if (ncvtot.gt.O) then 
do 241 i=l,ncvtot 
ncvx=ncvx+nxcv(i) 
241 continue 
endif 
if(nod.gt.0)then 
do 25 i=l,nq 
do 23 j=l,nq 
u(i,j)=0.0 
23 continue 
25 continue 
do 30 i=l,nod 
u(in(i,1),in(i,2))=p(nar+nma+model(3)+i) 
30 continue 
endif 
nts=nt 
nt=0 
mse=sse/nts 
rmse=sqrt(mse) 
write(2,34) 
34 format (Ix,'Subject Unit Time Observed 
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IPredicted Std error') 
construct B matrix 
if(nod.gt.0)then 
do 31 i=l,nq 
do 32 j=l,nq 
b(i,j)=0.0 
do 33 k=l,nq 
b(i,j)=b(i,j)+u(k,i)*u(k,j) 
33 
32 continue 
continue 
31 continue 
endif 
Start subject loop 
do 3000 ii=l,ns 
Call for design matrices 
call xmatrix(ii,nx,t,nt,ncv,nxcv,cv,ntvcv,tvcv,nobs, 
Go to prediction if there are no random effects 
If(nod.eq.0)then 
goto 600 
endif 
construct Z matrix 
if(nod.gt.0)then 
call zmatrix(ii,t,nt,nobs,nq,z) 
calculate zu' 
do 50 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 40 j=l,nq 
zu(i,j)=0.0 
do 35 k=j,nq 
zu(i,j)=zu(i,j)+z(i,k)*u(j ,k) 
35 
40 
50 
continue 
continue 
continue 
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c calculate error covariance matrix due to random effects 
c 
do 80 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 70 j=i,nobs(ii) 
yy(i,j)=0.0 
do 60 k=l,nq 
60 continue 
yy(j.i)=yy(i.j) 
70 continue 
80 continue 
c 
c calculate ZB matrix 
c 
do 91 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 92 j=l,nq 
zb(i,j)=0.0 
do 93 k=l,nq 
zb(i,j)=2b(i,j)+z(i,k)*b(k,j) 
93 continue 
92 continue 
91 continue 
endif 
if (naLT.gt.O) then 
c 
c First calculate process vauriance to normalize covariance matrix 
c the mean square error, mse, estimates the within subject vairiance 
c 
veirc=(0. OdO, 0. OdO) 
if (nma. eq. 0 ) then 
do 1050 k=l,nax 
varc=varc+l.OdO/res(k) 
1050 continue 
else 
do 1080 k=l,najr 
bl=(1.0d0,0.0d0) 
b2=(1.0d0,0.0d0) 
isign=l 
do 1070 1=1,nma 
isign=-isign 
bl=bl + pma(l)*r(k)**l 
b2=b2+isign*pma(l)*r(k)**1 
1070 continue 
varc=varc+bl*b2/res(k) 
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1080 continue 
endif 
var=v2urc 
Now calculate covariances and normalize to correlations 
do 120 i=l,nobs(ii) 
vxy(i,i)=1.0d0 
if(i+l.le.nobs(ii))then 
do 110 j=i+l,nobs(ii) 
t inie=t ( j +nt) -t ( i+nt) 
w(i,j) = (O.OdO,O.OdO) 
if(nma.eq.0)then 
do 105 k=l,nar 
w(i, j)=w(i, j)+cdexp(r(k)*time)/res (k) 
105 continue 
else 
do 108 k=l,nar 
bl=(1.0d0,0.0d0) 
b2=(1.0d0,0.0d0) 
isign=l 
do 107 1=1,nma 
isign=-isign 
bl=bl + pma(l)*r(k)**l 
b2=b2+isign*pma(l)*r(k)**1 
107 continue 
w ( i, j ) =w ( i, j ) +b l*b2*cdexp (r (k) *t ime) /res (k) 
108 continue 
endif 
vxy (i, j) =w(i, j) /var 
•^yCj .i)="*^3cy(i,j) 
110 continue 
endif 
if (model(3).eq. l)vxy(i,i)=vxy(i,i)+p(nar+nma+l)**2 
120 continue 
else 
do 125 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 123 j=l,nobs(ii) 
vxy(i,j)=0.0 
123 continue 
vxy(i,i)=l.0 
125 continue 
endif 
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c calculate total error covariance matrix 
c 
if(nod.gt.0)then 
do 140 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 130 j=l,nobs(ii) 
vxy(i,j)=vxy(i,j)+yy(i.j) 
130 continue 
140 continue 
endif 
c 
c augment V by X and ZB 
c 
do 400 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 401 j=l,ncvx 
vxy(i,nobs(ii)+j)=x(i,j) 
401 continue 
400 continue 
do 410 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 411 j=l,nq 
vxy(i,nobs(ii)+ncvx+j)=zh(i,j) 
411 continue 
410 continue 
c 
c factor V 
c 
call factor(vxy,nobs(ii),nomax,nobs(ii)+ncvx+nq,ier) 
c 
c calculate X'V(inv)ZB, BZ'V(inv)ZB 
c 
do 420 i=l,ncvx 
do 421 j=l,nq 
xvzb(i,j)=0.0 
do 422 k=l,nobs(ii) 
xvzb(i,j)=xvzb(i,j)+vxy(k,nobs(ii)+i) * 
Ivxy(k.nobs(ii)+ncvx+j) 
422 continue 
421 continue 
420 continue 
do 430 i=l,nq 
do 431 j=l,nq 
bzvzb(i,j)=0.0 
do 432 k=l,nobs(ii) 
bzvzb (i, j ) =b2vzb (i, j ) + vxy (k,nobs (ii) +iicvx+i) * 
1vxy(k,nobs(ii)+ncvx+j) 
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432 continue 
431 continue 
430 continue 
c 
c calculate upper right quadreint of inverted coefficient matrix 
c of mixed model equations 
c 
do 440 i=l,ncvx 
do 441 j=l,nq 
mm2(i,j)=0.0 
do 442 k=l,ncvx 
mm2(i, j)=mm2(i, j)+(-xvx(i,k)*xvzb(k, j)) 
442 continue 
441 continue 
440 continue 
c 
c calculate lower right quadrant of inverted coefficient matrix 
c of mixed model equations 
c 
do 450 i=l,nq 
do 451 j=l,nq 
mm4(i,j)=b(i,j)-bzvzb(i,j) 
do 452 k=l,ncvx 
mm4(i, j ) =mm4(i, j ) - (xvzb(k, i) *mm2(k, j ) ) 
452 continue 
451 continue 
450 continue 
c 
c calculate standard errors of fixed and random effects 
c 
do 500 i=l,ncvx 
do 501 j=l,ncvx 
stdv(i)=rmse*sqrt(xvx(i,i)) 
501 continue 
500 continue 
do 510 i=l,nq 
do 511 j=l,nq 
stdv(ncvx+i)=rmse*sqrt (mm4(i, i)) 
511 continue 
510 continue 
c 
c calculate predictions and std errors of prediction 
c 
600 do 610 i=l,nobs(ii) 
106 
tau(i)=0 
do 611 k=l,ncvx 
tau(i)=tau(i)+x(i,k)*beta(k) 
611 coatinue 
610 continue 
do 620 i=l,nobs(ii) 
vr(i)=0.0 
do 621 j=l,ncvx 
do 622 k=l,ncvx 
vr(i)=vr(i)+(x(i,j)*xvx(j,k)*x(i,k)) 
622 continue 
621 continue 
620 continue 
if(nod.eq.0 ) then 
do 625 i=l,nobs(ii) 
stdep (i) =rmse*sqrt (vr (i) ) 
625 continue 
do 627 i=l,nobs(ii) 
write(2,630) ii,unit(ii),x(i,2) ,y(nt+i),tau(i),stdep(i) 
630 format(i4,8x,i7,4x,7gll.4,7gll.4.7gll.4,7gll.4) 
627 continue 
goto 700 
else 
do 640 i=l,nobs(ii) 
do 641 k=l,nq 
tau(i)=tau(i)+z(i,k) *randeff (k+(nq*(ii-l))) 
641 continue 
640 continue 
do 650 i=l,nobs(ii) 
xiuz(i)=0.0 
do 651 j=l,ncvx 
do 652 k=l,nq 
xiiiz(i)=xin2(i)+2*(x(i, j)*inm2(j ,k)*z(i,k)) 
652 continue 
651 continue 
650 continue 
do 660 i=l,nobs(ii) 
zmz(i)=0.0 
do 661 j=l,nq 
do 662 k=l,nq 
ziiiz(i)=ziiiz(i)+z(i, j)*inm4(j ,k)*z(i,k) 
662 continue 
661 continue 
660 continue 
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do 670 i=l,nobs(ii) 
vr ( i ) =vr ( i )+xinz ( i)+zmz (i ) 
stdep(i)=rmse*sqrt (vr(i) ) 
670 continue 
do 672 i=l,nobs(ii) 
write(2,675) ii,unit(ii) ,x(i,2),y(nt+i),tauCi),stdep(i) 
675 foniiat(i4,8x,i7,4x,7gll.4,7gll.4,7gll .4,7gll.4) 
672 continue 
endif 
700 nt=nt+nobs(ii) 
3000 continue 
return 
end 
108 
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